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Abstract

This research drew on the stories of clinical practitioners who are both Catholic priests
and psychotherapists living in Malta. Utilizing Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis

(IPA), five priest/therapists were interviewed to study their lived experience of managing both
identities, their meaning making process of integrating the fields of religion and therapy,
particularly in the Maltese context. The basic findings show that there is one priesthood with
two co-current forms of expression and a continuum act of balancing both roles rather than two
identities and narratives, as distinct from the dominant constructs of a priest and a therapist.
These two roles both complement and challenge the meaning-making of identity of the
priest/therapist. Nonetheless a potential integration, which is complex in its nature, speaks
more of a process. This is evident in the systemic outlook adapted at the superordinate themes’
level and sustained by a thorough literature review. The conclusion of the research speaks not
so much about what to change but it elicits more questions about how to give it meaning.
Moreover, this study seems to suggest the learning of therapeutic skills in tandem with theology
still looks poor for Catholic priests. At the same time, it suggest that unconventional priests
seem to adopt a different position from mainstream priests.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

The relationship between psychotherapy and religion has been a tenuous one. Most
psychotherapists receive no formal training in the psychology of religion. Studies report that
most psychotherapists are much less religious than the clients they serve (Delaney, Miller and

Bisono, 2007) and trainee psychotherapists receive minimal education and training in
religious/spiritual diversity and interventions (Hage, Hopeson, Siegel, Payton and De Fanti,
2006). Some therapists seem to avoid the theme of religion, or handle it with insufficient skill,
feeling uncomfortable and ill-equipped to deal with the spiritual concerns of clients (Johnson,
Hayes and Wade, 2007). But how does this differ, when the professional therapist is also an
ordained Catholic priest?

Rationale for the research: A self-reflexive and professional writing

My identity as a priest and a trainee psychotherapist invites me to reflect on the
management of this dual role. So I wanted to explore how other individuals made sense of

their experience as being both a priest and a psychotherapist. My personal journey with IFTMalta has brought me to the awareness that those who are both theologically and
psychologically trained are particularly well equipped to assist clients’ well-being and that,
rather than a ‘split’, one can speak of complementarity. So I wanted to find out how other
priests/therapists manage both identities. The question therefore is probably not “if” but “how”
does one distinguish or complement the priest and the therapist. This dissertation wants to be
a reflective and academic attempt on how one manages the separateness of both identities while
juggling with their complexities.
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The Maltese Context

The predominance in Malta and Gozo of priests and religious as help-givers is very
likely reflective of a culture and tradition where such individuals are considered knowledgeable
persons in whom one could safely confide. In a 2016 study carried out by The National Centre

for Family Research: The President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society, it was found
that priests are still the most sought providers of relationship support, followed by family
therapists or marriage counsellors. In fact, among those who sought relationship support,
29.1% reported seeking help from a priest. This was followed by 21.6% who reported to seek
professional help from a marriage counsellor or family therapist, and 11.0% who sought help
from relatives or friends. Moreover, the priests and those in Religious Orders “have emerged
as most sought after in terms of couple and relationship support. This (…) finding underscores
the need to strengthen training for members of the clergy on relationships to ensure the best
possible support in the diverse landscape of relationships today”. (Allison Zammit Said, 2016)

The small size of Malta and Gozo with a population of 440,3721 ensures first of all a
high degree of social visibility. Nearly every social relationship serves a variety of interests,
and several roles are played by relatively few individuals. In a 1994 research carried out by
Sultana and Baldacchino, it emerges how the same persons are brought into contact over and
over again in various activities, because each operates and meets the other on the basis of
different roles held in the context of different role sets. Decisions and choices are therefore
influenced by the relationships which individuals establish and cultivate with others in a

repertoire of diverse social settings. “Impersonal, non-person specific, standards of efficiency,

1

https://www.worldometers.info/world-population/malta-population/
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performance and integrity cannot therefore fail to come into play, modified by the myriad
relationships bringing the people concerned together”. (Sultana & Baldacchino, 1994)

The overall suggestion is that the social space over which social relationships in Malta
and Gozo are “particularistic, functionally diffuse, affectively charged and durable over time

is wider than what obtains in other, larger societies”. (ibid.) Given the challenge in
maintaining confidentiality and anonymity, the people “learn to manage intimacy: they get
along, whether they like it or not, knowing that they are likely to renew and reinforce
relationships with the same persons in a variety of settings over the course of a whole life
span”.) (ibid.)

Conceptual Framework

This study will apply a systemic and social constructionist theoretical framework to
describe and understand the relationships, identities and roles of Maltese ordained priests who
are also professionally engaged as psychotherapists or psychologists. A systemic framework
reflects the reality that persons affect each other in complex and reciprocal ways. (Mikulincer,
Florian, Cowan, & Cowan, 2002) Systems theory also sheds light on the interaction between
processes within the priest/psychotherapists system and the wider context. (Bertalanffy, 1950;
Dallos & Draper, 2010) This fosters an appreciation of relationships in their entirety, on a
relational, functional, therapeutic, cultural and societal level.

The epistemological stance of this research study is a social constructionist one (Berger
& Luckmann, 1966). In this framework, meanings and beliefs are created through an ongoing
interaction and negotiation of expectations, in the context of broader cultural norms (Berger &
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Luckmann, 1966; Anderson & Goolishian, 1988). A social constructionist approach is
particularly appropriate for this research. It aims to reflect how participants construe the quality
of their priestly and therapeutic relationship as persons. My observations shed light on the
wellbeing and on the overall life satisfaction in connection with the faithful and clients. In
adopting a post-positivist position, I aim to represent reality as objectively as possible through

the data collected, while acknowledging my own subjectivity as myself being a priest becoming
a psychotherapist, and therefore one cannot lay claim to a totally objective observation of social
phenomenon (Alvesson, 2009). In this study, I have decided to refer to individuals who are
both priests and therapists as priests/psychotherapists or priest/therapist.

Research Questions

My overarching, experiential research question guiding this study was: when, how and
what contributes towards the management of two identities (priest and therapist) in the same
person? How does a priest/psychotherapist, during his journey of self-care and self-reflexivity,
humanly, professionally and spiritually, remains congruent to his call? To answer the above,
participants in this study sought to answer the following research questions:

How do the two identities, that of the priest and that of the psychologist/psychotherapist
position him in the therapeutic relationship?
How did he see, over time, the two identities/roles complement each other and how did he
manage, if any, a dilemma which might have occurred with the clients?

What made the participant, as a priest, study psychotherapy?
How did he learn to live as a priest and a psychotherapist? What factors were fundamental to
achieve harmony of the two identities?
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How did the priest position the psychotherapist and/or vice versa?

Structure of the Study

Following this introductory section, the next section will provide a review of relevant

literature. This will be followed by a detailed overview of the methodology and research design
upon which the study is based. The findings that emerged from the participants’ responses will
then be presented. The final section will summarize the most salient of these findings and
discuss them before concluding with some limitations and point out some recommendations
for further research.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

Jung’s reflection on the dilemma?

Jung’s question, “shall I be a psychotherapist or shall I be a clergyman?” (Jung, 1961),

resonates with the reflective thinking in trying to answer the question: “how shall a person be
(both) a priest and a psychotherapist?”. For Jung, the difference was a question of attitude.
“The patient feels my [psychotherapist’s] attitude to be one of [non-judgmental]
understanding, while the pastor’s hesitation strikes him as a traditional prejudice, which
estranges them from one another. . . . He rightly suspects that the pastor’s moral prejudice is
even stronger than his dogmatic bias” (Jung, 1961). “The reason for this is that ‘modern man
has heard enough about guilt and sin . . . and wants rather to learn how he is able to reconcile
himself with his own nature”. (ibid.).

According to Jung, writing in 1932, psychoneuroses arise because people have “not
discovered what life means for them” (Jung, 1961). Such psychoneuroses lead to spiritual

suffering, and in reality it is “the priest or the clergyman, rather than the doctor, who should
be most concerned with the problem of spiritual suffering” (ibid.) However, because the priest
lacks specialist knowledge, Jung insists that it is “high time for the clergyman and the
psychotherapist to join forces to meet this great spiritual task” (ibid.) He similarly wrote that
“the Holy Spirit’s task and charge” is to “reconcile and reunite the opposites in the human
individual through a special development of the human soul”. (Jaffe, 1990). Twenty years later,
writing in 1952, Tillich observes a co-operation between, on the one side, “medicine generally
and psychotherapy specifically” and, on the other, “philosophers and theologians” (Tillich,
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1962) leading to “a practice of ‘‘counselling’’ [that] has developed which is, like every
attempted synthesis, dangerous as well as significant for the future” (ibid.).2

Differentiating between the terms religious and spiritual

Distinguishing between the terms religious and spiritual is difficult “because they have
overlapping meanings and yet are recognised as distinct”. (Hage et.al., 2006). Besides,
researchers have not agreed upon a definition of these constructs (Richards and Bergin, 2005).
The term religious, as it is most commonly understood, implies “an affiliation with an
institutionalised religion and affirmation of theological dogma. The term spiritual most often
refers to a connection to the transcendent which for some is disconnected from an organised
religion”. (Sperry and Shafranske, 2005).

For centuries psychological healing had been linked with spirituality and religion. The
earliest psychotherapists were medicine men, priests and priestesses, prophets, soothsayers,
and shamans (Bromberg, 1975; Ellenberger, 1970). These individuals were often viewed by
their contemporaries as being divinely influenced or touched-hence the derivation of the term
‘to be touched’.

With reference to Freud's insights about organised religion, it is also worth noting that
psychoanalysis, which, as a collective profession, was so adamantly against organised religion,

2

Tillich affirmed that humanity was religious by nature even as he sought to substantially qualify, if
not abandon, earlier positions that humanity’s historical religious development culminated in some
definitive sense in the Christ event. Tillich argued that humanity cannot escape its religious
propensity. A religionless humanity remained for Tillich impossible and so unthinkable. For him the
essential always is grounded in God and remains alive in existential consciousness pervading it with a
profound sense of removal from and drive back to its essential or divine origin.
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“created its own religion, complete with a priesthood and dogma of salvation, which included
the rejection of all other religions “. (Masson, 1990).

Spirituality and Psychotherapy

One cannot avoid exploring the spirituality of psychotherapists and how this influences
their therapeutic practice; meaning the spiritual beliefs, assumptions and practices that they
bring to the therapeutic encounter. (Weld and Eriksen, 2007). The idea of the therapist as a
tabula rasa is a myth. The concept of ‘neutrality’ is more of a meta-stance to be adopted with
clients.

A journey towards a professional identity

Therapists bring their own personality and personhood into the therapy, overtly shared
or not. It is assumed that the “reflective practitioner would wish to know and reflect upon the
spiritual perspective from which he/she lives and works and which is perhaps inseparable from
his/her therapeutic practice“. (Schon, 1983). The priest/psychotherapist is equipped “to allow
the seed of the kerygma to take root in the philosophical, cultural and familial soil’. (Griffiths,
1995, p. 130). On the other hand “the experience of ultimate truth is different for each person,
since each person in unique image of God, a unique reflection of the one eternal light and
love”. (ibid.)

This is more critical and defined in the case of a priest who not only brings what he
believes in but even so he brings himself, as a result of a fundamental life choice, influenced
by Greek terms and Roman culture throughout his formation.
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Consiglio (2010) stated that “the human person is made up of body, soul and spirit. This was
the ancient anthropology and also the Christian anthropology. Having forgotten it means to
have lost the experience of the spirit”. Only when Christianity grew rigid in a dogmatic
synthesis did it lose the spirit and create a “body-soul bi-partite anthropology”. (ibid.) This

reflects the postmodern idea of integration where “we have to integrate these three levels of
reality that exist at every moment”. (Griffiths, 1991). Perhaps this integration “was relatively
spontaneous in the past; in our day and age we need to be intentional about it”. (Consiglio,
2010).

Congruence between spirituality and a professional context

Some psychotherapists have found some harmony between their therapeutic orientation
and their spirituality. This occurred at a level of theoretical integration regardless of the
particular theoretical orientation. Therapeutic training, which made an explicit emphasis on
spirituality or reference to Christianity contributes towards a synthesis of therapeutic and
spiritual complementarity. Psychotherapists who locate themselves within a recognized
religious tradition, tend very much to be in the more compassionate, reflective, flexible and
contemplative ‘wing’ of that tradition. This has contributed to their sense of harmony between
their spirituality, their theoretical orientation and their practice. Conversely, one needs to ask
how do psychotherapists position themselves in therapy without harmonizing these two
identities.

Walsh (2008) argues that it is essential to include conversations about spirituality in
therapy as, ‘‘spiritual beliefs influence ways of coping with adversity, the experience of pain
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and suffering, what is labeled a problem, and the meaning of symptoms’’. It is important for
therapists to understand how spiritual beliefs may be related to the problems clients present
with and how these beliefs may serve as resources and/or barriers for clients in achieving their
therapeutic goals (Prest and Keller, 1993). This circular, non-linear approach enriches the
therapeutic relationship and the clients. “It may be that the therapeutic profession naturally

attracts people with this ‘softer’ intrinsic spirituality rather than more rigid, dogmatic and
extrinsically religious people”. (Holeman, 2012). Sometimes, training in therapy is
challenging for people whose spirituality was important to them. The process of finding
harmony between the professional orientation and the spirituality embraced is a delicate and
personal journey, particularly for a priest/psychotherapist.

The clients and spirituality in therapeutic practise

Over time, spirituality has found its way into thinking of clients’ wellbeing in therapy.
At the same time, the conflict between psychology and religion is longstanding (Gay, 1987;
Yerushalmi, 1993), stemming from Freud’s analysis of religion as a deep cultural illusion
(1927, 1930) which he saw as irreconcilable with the principles of psychoanalysis. “Analysis
(...) rests on the general scientific world-view with which the religious one remains
incompatible”, wrote Freud to pastor and psychoanalyst Oskar Pfister (1963), adding: “That
you are such a convinced analyst and, at the same time, a clerical gentleman, ranks among the
contradictions that make life so interesting” (Freud and Pfister, 1963). A priest/psychotherapist
brings much of himself to the therapeutic field. This view of the therapist as a real person in

the therapeutic relationship is a departure from the model of ‘technical rationality’ that has
perhaps been the ideal of some models of therapy, “where technicians produce systematic
scientific practice based wholly on a clear evidence base”. (Schon, 1983). Instead, the
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‘spiritually’ reflective priest/psychotherapist undertakes “a complex and even precarious
journey of self-led learning and development across personal, spiritual and professional
domains”

(Poll

&

Smith,

2003;

Wilber,

1979).

Research shows that the power of spiritual identity to promote resiliency and change in

individuals corresponds with the benefits that are derived from a strong sense of personal
identity. “The spiritual self develops through the interplay of spiritual experiences and
spiritual self-constructions” (Sauvayre, 1995). If psychotherapy training fails to adequately
prepare therapists to work effectively and ethically with their own and clients’ spirituality,
there may be a danger that “some therapists will work with spirituality in ways that are
ineffective or even harmful”. (Gubi, 2007) This danger is exacerbated if there is “insufficient
attention paid to this issue in professional activities like supervision”. (ibid.) Thus the
psychotherapist’s spirituality, let alone the priest/psychotherapist identity: “is the very center
and source of our being. It is what holds s together, body and soul” (Consiglio, 2010).

Spirituality as an important component in the lives of clients and future
psychotherapists

Addressing spirituality does not have to be about a clinician’s or educator’s personal
spiritual beliefs but about recognizing the importance that spirituality may play in the lives of
clients and students alike. Family therapists should move beyond the idea that “talking about
spirituality represents an imposition of the therapist’s personal beliefs and begin to see

spirituality as a potentially rich cultural resource to be explored in therapy with client“
(Helmeke and Bischof, 2002). The intricacy in this conversation, particularly for a
priest/psychotherapist, lies with idea of truth, which is not a soul word. Soul, in line with a
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postmodern philosophy of life, is after insight more than truth. Truth is a stopping point asking
for commitment and defense.

3

“Insight is a fragment of awareness that invites further

exploration. (…) soul hopes that insights will keep coming until some degree of wisdom is
achieved. Wisdom is the marriage on intellect’s longing for truth and soul’s acceptance of the
labyrinth of the human condition”. (Moore, 1992).

The priest/psychotherapist is aware that by challenging himself about the notion of
truth, he may embody the marriage between truth and soul allowing wisdom to emerge. A
priest/psychotherapist can model an integrative, systemic approach in the reevaluation of the
qualities of both the soul and therapy: subtlety, complexity, worldliness, incompleteness,
ambiguity and wonder. It is significant as a priest/psychotherapist to address the ethical danger
of imposing one’s own religious and spiritual values on clients and to make it clear that
integrating spirituality into therapy is about utilizing the clients’ beliefs, and not the therapists’
beliefs, as a resource for change (Benningfield, 1997; Miller et al., 2006; Walker et al., 2004).4

Soul: the context for cultivation

The aim of caring for a person means “creating space for cultivation of a person with
a history, community and language”. (Moore, 2004). For the priest/psychotherapist, “systemic
caring is not an adjustment to accepted norms” (ibid.). Rather, the goal is a richly elaborated
life, connected to society and nation woven in the culture of family and of a nation. It is not

A priest can easily ‘perform’ out of this position. Yet again, postmodernism challenges all truths and
concludes that there is no such thing, making of itself a fallacy since this belief becomes a truth, thus
contradicting its own philosophical stance.
3
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about superficially ‘fixing’ people but to be profoundly connected in the heart to ancestors and
to living significant others in all the many communities that claim our hearts.

Identity Configurations

In social identity theory and identity theory, the self is reflexive in that it can take itself
as an object and can categorize, classify or name itself in particular ways in relation to other
social categories or classifications. This process is called self-categorization, in social identity
theory (Turner, Hogg, Oakes, Reicher and Wetherell, 1987) while in identity theory it is called
identification (Mc Call and Simmons, 1978). Through the process of self-categorization or
identification, an identity is formed.

The professional and the spiritual categories of a priest/psychotherapist may easily lead
towards a possible personal identity conflict. Comparing one set of meanings with the other
can shed new light on the relationship between these concepts. From a psychological
perspective, an individual may experience identity conflict on a general level (“who am I?”)
or on a situational level (“How should I express my identity now?”) The ways in which
identities are configured and managed impacts people’s sense of wellbeing (Jones, 2009;
Phinney & Ong, 2007) and their attitudes towards out-group members (Abrams & Hogg, 2010;
Miller, Brewer & Arbuckle, 2009). Thus, identity configuration and its management are
important to understand, both as personal and social constructs.

While personality and developmental psychologists tend to highlight the importance of
traits and motivations in self and identity, social psychologists underscore the fact that identity
work is a function of cultural norms, which construe the very experience of conflict and govern
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how identities may be combined. Some sociologists do not consider identity as an attribute of
the individual at all, but rather as an expression of power relations between groups (Blanz,
Mummendey, Mielke & Klink, 1998). Psychotherapists highly value personal autonomy and
individuality, whereas religious individuals greatly value conformity, tradition and respect to
authority (Bartoli, 2003; Saroglou, Delpierre & Dernelle, 2004). Being both a psychotherapist

and a priest demands a wise way how one positions himself and reframe both identities.

Researchers have identified various ways of managing multiple identities and their
conflicts. Perhaps one identity style has not been accorded the conceptual space it deserves.
This identity pattern involves recognition of self-complexity as authentic and morally
supportable, alongside a willingness to “be in the conflict” without resorting to emotional
distancing. Priests-therapists who experience this harmony describe how both religious and
professional identities steer them toward similar goals. They felt comfortable with the
interaction between the fields and that they are happy with who they are.

Dialogic conflict experience versus harmony and inner voices

“Life by its very nature is dialogic. To live means to participate in dialogue: to ask
questions, to heed, to respond, to agree, and so forth. In this dialogue a person participates
wholly and throughout his whole life: with his eyes, lips, hands, soul, spirit, with his whole
body and deeds. He invests his entire self in discourse, and this discourse enters into the
dialogic fabric of human life, into the world symposium”. (Bakhtin, 1984)

One can speak of compartmentalized identities, like the case of a priests/therapists who
can experience themselves as different people at work and at home. Compartmentalized
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identities can provide forms of protection (Taylor and Spencer, 2004). “A multiplicity of
identities can lead to confusion rather than cohesion (…) responses to this challenge can
include a search for conformity” (ibid.)

In Bakhtin’s view, “individuals are not simply talking as individuals, but in their

utterances the voices of groups and institutions are heard” (Wertsch, 1990). The harmony
style is an example of “assimilated or synthesised configurations” (Schachter, 2004) and the
compartmentalization style expresses “a confederacy of identifications” (ibid.). Where
identities configurations were not integrated or lived in conflict, self-awareness played a crucial
role. The motivation maybe is to minimize emotional discomfort by avoiding the need to deal
with the implications of their dual identity, with the knowing or not-knowing and without
having to give up on either identification. Whatever the motivation, humanity is the common
factor. In line with Anderson’s thinking (1997; Anderson & Goolishian, 1988), a not-knowing
position refers not only to the therapist’s receptivity and respect, but it also implies that “the
therapist is aware of his or her experience and reflects about how his or her inner conversation
might inform and enrich the therapeutic conversation”. (Rober, 2005).

If the therapist is described as a dialogical self, what the therapist experiences is not
pushed aside as unimportant, nor considered an obstacle to an understanding. Instead, the
therapist’s experiences are valued as part of the dialogical relationship involving the clients.
Some of the therapist’s multiple inner voices are evoked and activated by what happens. Some
of these voices are speaking out loud; others express themselves bodily or keep silent in the

background, depending on the dialogical context. The therapist can actively use his or her inner
voices as a resource in the therapeutic session when the voices representing the therapist’s role
and those representing his or her experiencing self are put in dialogue with each other (Elka ̈ım,
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1997; Rober, 1999). “The essential and unavoidable question for the practicing therapist is,
how to use his or her inner voices in a responsible way as a starting point for dialogue, mutual
exploration, and joint understanding”. (Rober, 2005).

Another study by Schachter (2004) examined the narratives of psychotherapists. The

majority of identity styles extracted from the therapists’ narratives mapped clearly onto
Schachter’s typology of identity configurations. The theoretical construct of ‘identity
configuration’ portrays the different possible ways in which individuals configure the
relationship among potentially conflicting identifications in the process of identity formation.

Internal identity conflict and cognitive lack of harmony can be experienced without
necessitating emotional or cognitive ‘distancing’. They could ‘hold on’ to this state, and,
although they did not find it easy, they seemed to find it ontologically and morally right.
Research shows that this combination of discomfort and choice is not a defensive form of
rationalisation. The priest’s-psychotherapist’s sense of holding onto conflict entails soulsearching. When “there is willingness to ‘be in the conflict’ without resorting to defence
mechanisms, individuals may also demonstrate a cultural pluralism uncommon to their
society”. (Holeman, 2012)

The link between complex identities and tolerance has been documented by Brewer and
colleagues (Brewer & Pierce, 2005; Miller, Brewer & Arbuckle, 2009) who suggested that one
possible mechanism for the link between complex identity and tolerance is their cross-cutting

identity structures.
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Language-games

Complex identity and tolerance cannot be upheld in isolation from language. Taking
the word 'therapy', for example, once we have this word to encapsulate a concept, it is very
easy for us to think of therapy as something of concrete essence. The more we talk about

therapy the more essential it becomes until it takes a life of its own. Suddenly, we start to
contemplate whether one school of therapy acts in one way, while another school of therapy
acts in another, which provides the first step towards the notion of diverse therapeutic settings
(Rattansi, 2007). It can be challenging, for instance, when a therapist is working with a client
who appear to have a fixed linguistic meaning. (Monk, 1991). The same applies for the priestpsychotherapist whose meaning of identity is sediment and rigid. The sense of holding onto
conflict, necessary for soul-searching, will be abandoned.

It is in a similar context that Wittgenstein's concept of 'language-games' becomes
pertinent. Wittgenstein, according to Monk (1991), introduced a technique that was to become
increasingly central to his philosophical method: the technique of inventing what he called
‘language-games’. This is the method of inventing imaginary situations in which language is
used for some tightly defined practical purpose. What is essential is that “(...) the language
cannot be described without mentioning the use to which it is put”. (ibid.) Monk goes on to
explain that: “the purpose is to free ourselves from the philosophical confusions that result
from considering language in isolation (...)”. And so, by means of the technique of languagegames, Wittgenstein hoped to loosen the grip on the words one clings on to which shut down

the possibilities of understanding and leads a person into believing in the essence of that which
has been labelled. Wittgenstein describes his concern, thus “philosophy is a battle against the
bewitchment of our intelligence by means of language”. (Heaton and Groves, 2005).
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A Dialogue between Theology and Psychotherapy

Both the theological and the therapeutic turn toward relationality is a kind of
convergence. Post-modern therapies and neuro-scientific discoveries deepened my

understanding of self-identity as ‘person in relationship’. The theological perspectives of the
Holy Trinity as ‘divine-person-in-relationship’ and its theological implications on human
relationships enriched my study of individual, couples and family therapy. Several theologians
explored theologies of Christian forgiveness at the same time that I was involved with empirical
studies on psychological forgiveness.

A process model for theologically reflective therapy that will help the therapist to bring
theological insights into their work with clients. This model is not tied to a specific theological
tradition or based on any specific school of therapy. The model, (developed by Sean D .Davis,
2009) might be considered as “a meta-model of integrative therapy applied to systemic therapy
(…) in which Davis provides means for the practical integration of theology into therapy”.
(Holeman, 2012). It highlights general therapeutic processes that become avenues through
which you may hear a client’s presenting problem, frame that problem in light of salient
theological categories or themes, and bring those reflections to bear upon in the client’s work.

It is easy to learn the models but not the process for bridging the gap between the
disciplines of theology and psychology. Coe and Hall (2010) suggest that “theologically

reflective therapy challenges us to become increasingly vivid and vibrant representatives of
God’s love with our clients, through who we are (implicit theology) and what we know (explicit
theology”).
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Choosing to be both a priest and a psychotherapist

The priest-therapists expresses high levels of pluralistic thought, both as an overarching
“value about values” and as a strategy for dealing with identity conflicts. There is a clear
element of choice in becoming a therapist and in being a priest. Since these identities make up

one’s personal ideology (Aubin, 1996), there is a more self-reflective aspect to their
management. By calling upon the idea that not everything in life fits neatly together,
priests/psychotherapists spared themselves “the need to integrate their identities (perhaps at
an intellectual price), to distance themselves from the conflict (at a possible emotional price),
or to compartmentalize their identities, which could lead to a sense of splitting” (Holeman,
2012), unlike what Bateson holds.

By the priestly ordination, the “priest is ontologically configured to Christ and that he
possess an indelible spiritual character” (CCC, Part 2, Section 2, Chapter 3, Article 6: The
Sacrament of the Holy Orders). This, however, does not exonerate the priest-therapist from
experiencing a crisis. A ‘crisis’ is defined as “the presence of an event or situation as beyond
the coping mechanisms of the individual” (James & Gilliland, 2005). Three components can
be discerned from this definition: “a precipitating event occurs; the perception of the event
leads to subjective distress; and usual coping mechanisms fail, leading the person experiencing
the event to function at a lower level than that before the precipitating event occurred” (Brown
and Rainer, 2006). Both priests and psychotherapists struggle when in a crisis, such as losing
privacy, setting limitations on work, handling client reactions, and becoming aware of and

managing feelings and behaviours when one is vulnerable. Going through personal crisis as a
psychotherapist can present special challenges. (Kooperman, 2013). The more a priest is
involved with and committed to manifold world views, the more likely it is that something
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about his unambiguous world order will shift and a space will be made for a pluralistic outlook,
which may enable the integration of his priestly-therapeutic commitment with openness to
others. Psychotherapists dealing with personal crises “can expect a wide range of client
reactions— sympathy, care taking, excessive concern, anger, guilt, denial, reactivation of
trauma, as well as other forms of ‘acting out’ behaviours” (Tsai et al., 2010). Still, a tragedy

can offer the opportunity to deepen therapeutic collaboration and enhance the capacity for
flexibility in client-therapist boundaries. (Mendelsohn, 1996). This is further more accentuated
when the psychotherapist is a priest and a public figure with social constructs and expectations.

Irrespective of this, it can be next to impossible to keep a clear separation between one’s
private and professional lives, and where the overlapping of personal and professional roles is
often unavoidable. In a small country like Malta, a therapist and a priest is not able to present
himself as a ‘clean slate’. Both the priest and the psychotherapist must be continually aware of
how personal needs and limitations affect the ability to work effectively, particularly when a
priest is assumed to keep going irrespective of one’s own crises. Bram (1995) wrote about the
psychotherapist’s desire to return to work when s/he had to distance her/himself from the
clinical work because of a crisis. He said that this can be a reaction formation against feeling
weak and vulnerable and may arise from one’s need to feel competent and to maintain a sense
of identity. For the wounded therapist to be able to not only survive the crisis, but also to move
beyond it and to grow, means working through our own stages of denial, anger, grief,
depression, and, hopefully, acceptance. Doing so can present opportunities for growth in the
therapeutic relationship which can help our clients heal from their own traumas. This is equally

so in the case of a priest.
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A Theologically Reflective Therapy Relationship

The relationship between the Persons of the Holy Trinity exemplifies the kind of
relationship that a priest/psychotherapist (or a theologically reflective practitioner) can offer to
their clients. As the priest/psychotherapist empathizes with the clients’ fears, failures and

helplessness, if he wants to be a theologically reflective therapist in action, not just in
knowledge, then the priest/psychotherapist needs to find a way to connect with all the clients.5

Divine Love: A Systemic paradox

An orienting idea is Holy love. The adjective ‘holy’ describes the quality of
relationships in terms of integrity and ‘rightness’ the noun ‘love’ expresses the nature of the
relationship itself. “The phrase ‘holy love’ is paradoxical” (Lambert, 1992).6

Without love, holiness degenerates into rigid, uncompromising, judgmental and harsh
rule-keeping. “Without holiness, love defaults into self-indulgent, self-focused and self-serving
sentimentality” (Holeman, 2012). Divine love needed ‘another’; one who is equal to the lover
and who is object of the lover’s love. “This kind of love is dynamic in that it is given and
received. If this supreme love were not to collapse into itself, it is shared yet with a third”
(ibid.). Instead of thinking of a person as an autonomous, independent self (the modernist idea
of “self”), reality of the Trinity is closer to the post-modern concept of self as constituted

5

In 1992 Michael Lambert identified 4 factors that account for therapeutic change, and he estimated
the proportion each factor contributed to positive clinical outcomes: (1) factors that are unique to the
client over which the therapist has no control (40%); (2) factors related to the therapeutic alliance
(30%): (3) client expectance or hopefulness (15%): (4) the specific school of therapy employed by the
therapist (15%).
6 Holy is linked with being set apart, separated from, whereas love moves toward the beloved seeking
intimacy and communion.
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through relationship with others. That is to say, person should be defined as that which, actually
or potentially, enters into relationships and does not exist apart from them. The key to its
meaning is intersubjectivity along with mutuality and reciprocity.

Divine Trinity: Persons in Relation

This perspective on the Trinity focuses our attention on God as divine ‘persons-inrelation’ and on the interpersonal community of ‘therapist-priest-client’ as a basis for the
‘priest/psychotherapist’. When priests-therapists engage with clients and include their
spirituality, “the dialogue between therapist and client becomes a trialogue, with God as the
third member of the conversation”. This expanded ‘therapeutic community’ serves as a way
station where clients may experience God’s love through their interactions with the therapist.
The Father, Son and Holy Spirit give love to one another and receive love from one another.
This position established an epistemological stance for the priest/psychotherapist. Instead of
identifying the individual as a ‘self’ (modernist idea), the priest/psychotherapist adopts the
Trinity model as a postmodern concept of self as constituted through relationships with others.
“A person should be defined as that which enters into relationships and does not exist apart
from them”. (Pinnock, 1996).
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CHAPTER 2: RESEARCH METHOD

Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis

The use of Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (hereafter referred to as ‘IPA’ is
a suitable approach when one is trying to find out how individuals are perceiving the particular
situations they are facing, how they are making sense of their personal and their social world,
of being a priest and a psychotherapist, with the complexity, the process or the novelty. IPA is
well-suited to the study of phenomena due its inductive approach and capacity for theory
generation (Burck, 2005; Elo & Kyngas, 2008; Starks & Trinidad, 2007). It is also well-suited
to examining the social context of phenomena (Starks & Trinidad, 2007).

The research questions were framed broadly and openly. I had no attempt to test a
predetermined hypothesis; rather, the aim was to explore, flexibly and in detail, the living and
management of the two identities.

Philosophical Underpinnings of IPA

Husserl (1900) defined the goal of phenomenology as seeking an understanding of what
he described as the essence of conscious experience. His philosophical position is based on the
belief that lived experience always precedes intellectual analysis, concerning itself with “the
basic pre-reflective features of experience” (Smith, Flowers & Larkin, 2009). The aim of the
phenomenological method is to describe and analyze everyday experience, evoking what it is
to be human.
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Husserl campaigned for a new kind of science which moved away from the scientific
ideal of positivism and moved towards a focus on lived experience, which does not utilize
natural science theories or knowledge. The subject matter of phenomenology was later
expanded to include human action by Sartre (Kvale, 1996), who developed existential
phenomenological thinking. In developing Husserl’s work, Heidegger (1962) moved attention

away from a commitment to the descriptive towards a more interpretive focus, and hence to a
hermeneutic phenomenology, from which IPA later drew.

Heidegger’s emphasis centered on personal involvement in the lived world, an
endeavor that, Heidegger (1962) insisted, was a property of our relationships to the world and
to others, rather than to us alone as self-contained individual subjects. This view of human
existence embedded within a worldly context results in the inseparable nature of language and
understanding. Being-in-the-world is permanently perspectival, temporal and always ‘inrelation-to’ something requires that the interpretation of people’s meaning- making process be
central to any phenomenological inquiry. Merleau-Ponty (1962), too, emphasized the
interpretative quality of knowledge in the world, but, in a deviation from Heidegger, sought to
describe the embodied nature of our relationship to the world and us as body-subjects.
According to Merleau-Ponty, the body is “no longer conceived as an object in the world, but
as our means of communication with it” (Merleau-Ponty, 1962).
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Conceptualising the IPA method through the hermeneutic circle

Diagram 1: Heidegger's Hermeneutic Circle by Janice Gullick

One way in which to conceptualize the ‘method’ of IPA is via the hermeneutic circle.
The hermeneutic circle exemplifies the dynamic relationship between the whole and the part.
The meaning of the text as a whole informs the meaning of its part, whilst the meaning of the
parts illuminates the meaning of the whole. The interpretative work of the researcher becomes
increasingly paramount, as they enact what is known as a ‘double hermeneutic’ (Smith &
Osborn, 2003). However, meaning is not simply sought to be replicated; instead, through the
researcher’s own participation in the sense-making process, the emergent and evolving nature
of this nonlinear style of analysis begins to resemble that of a dance in which the interpretations

of the observer and the observed are interwoven as a sophisticated understanding is developed
(Ezzy, 2002). One coherent strand within phenomenological thought, beginning with Husserl,
is the explication of the relationship between the life world, or lived experience, and the lived
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body (Finlay, 2006). Within transcendental phenomenology, body, self and world are seen as
intertwined and are experienced as relational (Husserl, 1900).

Limitations of using IPA

One limitation of IPA is that it describes the lived experience of participants but does
not attempt to explain it (Willig, 2008). However, it can be argued the first step to explaining
an experience is to understand how the individual views their experience and the meanings
they attach to it (Macran and Shapiro, 1998). Another limitation is the role of language in IPA
(Willig, 2008). Participants describe their experience to the researcher through the language
they use. It can be argued that, “language constructs, rather than describes, reality... the words
we choose to describe a particular experience always construct a particular version of that
experience” (Willig, 2008). However, IPA recognizes this and acknowledges the importance
of the researcher in making sense of the participant’s experience (Larkin, Watts and Clifton,
2006).

Design

Population and sampling

IPA, through purposive sampling, finds a closely defined group for whom the research
question will be significant. How the specificity of a sample is defined will depend on the

study. In this case, the topic under investigation is itself very focused on a specific and narrow
population. Given the small population, the research is more like a census of the whole
population being studied.
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Due to the restrictions in numbers in the total population of my participants, creating a
sample consistent with the study’s phenomenological design was not easy. Given the reality in
Malta, the total population of eligible participants is not larger than ten priests. Therefore, five
semi-structured interviews took place. Given the limited population which qualified for this
research, the sample population for my survey was that of one interviewee.

Five humanistic therapists/psychologists who are also ordained Catholic priests and
who currently are active professionals in the field of clinical psychology, selected from the
Maltese Ecclesiastical Directory which, among other data, provides their contact details.

Table: Demography of the participants
Name

Matthew

Christopher

John

Brian

Philip

Age bracket

40 to 50

40 to 50

50 to 60 years

50 to 60 years

60 to 70

53.6 as the

years

years

years

average age

No. of years as a

between 10

between 10

between 20

between 30

between 30

28.4 as the

priest

and 20

and 20 years

and 30 years

and 40 years

and 40 years

average age as a

years

priest

No. of years as a

between 10

between 5

between 10

between 20

between 30

17.8 as the

psychotherapist

and 20

and 10 years

and 20 years

and 30 years

and 40 years

average age as

years

psychotherapist

A letter of invitation was sent by email and by post to the individually identified
interviewees. A telephone call followed so that the process became more personal and the
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interviewees were personally informed. The final list of interviewees was made up of those
who have replied (five out of seven), by post or by email, to my invitation and signed the
consent form. Primary data was collected through semi-structured interviews.

A pilot study

A pilot study was first carried out in order to determine the feasibility of the research
and to test the adequacy of the questions as a data collection tool. One priest/psychotherapist
was randomly chosen and contacted by telephone. Upon meeting, the participant was made
aware of the pilot study and he agreed to take part. After the pilot study was held and reviewed,
it was concluded that it adhered to the inclusion criteria of the research. The feedback gathered
from the pilot study served to inform the semi-structured interview process and content. It also
provided the researcher with the opportunity to fine tune the questions and share the (coded)
script with a female colleague to have a different perspective and sensibility. Due to limited
sample availability the pilot study was then used as one of the interviewees.

Demography of the surveyed population

As the previous graph showed, the average age of the participants was 54 years; with
an average age of 28 years in the priesthood and an average of 20 years of direct involvement
in psychotherapy. Two out of five respondents were priests who live in a community setup.
Both had specialized in the same field of study. The remaining three were diocesan, who

directly fall under the Bishop’s jurisdiction. Both Maltese and Gozitan priests were
interviewed. The variety of scientific schools of the participants are: Gestalt, clinical
counselling, psychodynamic and family therapy. All of the participants have lived, studied
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and/or worked abroad. Three out of five participants have specialized in psychotherapy in
Malta through different institutes. Two of the participants have had less leading roles, like
parishes and management roles, while others have gone into therapy during or after being in a
leadership role. One can attribute the term of ‘founder’ to almost all of the participants; being
through the setting up of new services or by visioning a protocol or a modus operandi in

established setups. In one instance, one of the participants is himself the outcome of an applied
vision of another participant. Interestingly all five participants were first ordained priests and
then specialized as therapists. So far, there were no contrasting instances where established
therapists have joined the priesthood.

Ethical considerations

Due to the sensitive nature of the research, the ethical issues were given careful
consideration at each stage of the research process. The participants received a detailed
overview of the research and were fully aware of both the boundaries and benefits of
participating (Bond, 2004).

Details regarding confidentiality and the storage and retention of data was clarified, and
the participants were coded to ensure anonymity. Informed consent was obtained prior to the
study and an assurance was given that participants could withdraw from the study at any point.
Following the interview there was a short ‘debrief’. Ethical approval for the study was obtained
from the Institute’s Research Ethics Committee for IFT-Malta. Approval was also sought by

the Provincial of the Salesians of Don Bosco in Malta who assisted me in contacting the
participants.
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Data collection

As stated earlier, semi-structured interview is considered the most appropriate means
for obtaining participants’ rich and detailed accounts of their experiences (Smith et al., 2009)
when using IPA. Interviews intend to last between 45 minutes and one hours and will focus on

two main points: (i) the participants’ lived experience of managing the roles of a priest and a
psychotherapist; and (ii) its impact upon their therapeutic practice. With semi-structured
interviews, I used a set of broad questions but the interview was guided by the questions rather
than constrained by them. In fact, the ordering of questions was less important.

A one-to-one interview took place and the data was digitally recorded. The digitally
recorded data was downloaded on one laptop and deleted from the recording device. It was
eventually transcribed on the same laptop. Both the recording and the transcriptions were
password protected. I invited the participants to choose the place and the time where the
interview will take place.

Data analysis and Interpretation

The phenomenological and methodological authenticity of the research was maintained
by employing a process of data analysis that follows systematically the steps outlined by Smith
et al. (2009).

The purpose was to focus on dominant themes that emerged from the data. I looked at
problems/issues, linguistic features, genres and sub-themes elicited by the participants in
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exploring

in

detail

the

experience

of

priests

who

practice

as

professional

psychotherapists/psychologists in the clinical settings.

Each transcript was carefully read several times, and exploratory comments (codes)
made on descriptive, linguistic and conceptual aspects of the text, together with tentative

interpretations. These codes were used to identify emergent themes. Additionally, transcripts
were analyzed temporally (Smith et al., 2009) and themes clustered together in order to identify
thematic patterns, connections and differences.

This philosophical stance to interpretive descriptive analytic process clearly steers
researchers away from the presumption that they are discovering truths and steer them, instead,
toward processes that will better and more effectively illuminate possibilities for thought and
action.

A summary table of superordinate and subordinate themes for each participant was then
created following a process of reduction and abstraction through which higher order themes
that captured the essence of the phenomenon for individual participants were identified. To
ensure that the themes captured the authenticity of the participants’ voices, in vivo quotes were
used to ground the data in the participants’ lived experience. Following an analysis of
commonalities and differences within and across all five cases, a final table of superordinate
and subordinate themes was identified.

Table 2: Designation of superordinate themes and pertinent sub-themes
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Designation of superordinate themes and pertinent sub-themes

Superordinate themes

Sub-themes

Approaching training with

- Identifying primarily as a priest;

uncertainty

- staying with uncertainty by embracing humanity

Facing the gap between the priest

- searching for a renewed praxis between theology and human

and the psychotherapist

sciences;
- The priest’s moral position and its relationship with the
therapist’s role;
- Divergence: were values part away;
- Setting boundaries between two fields;
- perception by others;
- Need for training;

- Proper skills and techniques equip the priest/psychotherapist
Managing the overlap between the - Priests’ understanding of healing;
priest and the psychotherapist

- All participants privileged a self-reflective stance;
- All participants privileged self-care;
- Prayer as another way of being present;
- faith as a variable which points towards selfless love

Relocating oneself as a

- Positioning oneself within the two domains;

priest/psychotherapist

- An encounter with Christ through therapy;
- Search for integration: privileging the human;
- Different service provision and the issue of financial
remuneration
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CHAPTER 3: FINDINGS

Introduction

This chapter will present the findings which emerged from the semi-structured

interviews. Consequently, the results were organized in themes. A number of superordinate
themes will bracket a number of sub-themes, depicting commonalities and differences as they
emerged from the research. The interrelationship between the personal and the professional
will be considered as an important finding in this study.

Superordinate Themes

Approaching training with uncertainty

Identifying primarily as priests

Participants assumed different positions in regard to the identity and the roles of a
priest/psychotherapist. Attention was given to the words ascribed to the being of a ‘priest’ and
the being of a ‘therapist’. For some, the call for priesthood, through divine intervention and
human discernment, clearly set the fundamental and existential basis of being a priest. For the
participants ‘being’ a priest is intimately connected to one’s identity meaning. Whatever
follows, is seen as an added bonus in view of “being a priest”.

Matthew “l-ewwel u qabel kollox, jien saċerdot”
Matthew “first and foremost, I am a priest”
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and

Christopher “jien saċerdot bi rwol ta’ psikologu (...) kif qed nara lili nnifsi bħala
saċerdot u bħala dixxiplu ta’ Kristu”
Christopher “I am a priest with the role of a psychologist (…) how I am seeing

myself as a priest and a a disciple of Christ”

and

John “l-identita’ mhux neħodha mir-role, jien John, il-Mulej sejjaħli għal din ilmissjoni u jiena aċċettajt (...) din hija s-sejħa tiegħek; jiena rridek tkun saċerdot
(...) is-saċerdozju hija sejħa li l-Mulej għamilli (...) l-identita’ tiegħi qatt ma
ħadtha mir-role”
John “I don’t assume my identity from my role. Christ has called me, John, for
a mission and I have accepted, I want you to be a priest (…) the priesthood is
the call for which I have been called (…) I never formed my identity from the
role”

For others, the priestly identity is influenced by their therapeutic function. Conversely,
the same participants held that their therapeutic position is influenced by their being a priest
but they did not specify how.

John “il-posizzjoni (terapewtika) tiegħi tinfluwenza xi ftit dak li jien…min jiġi
ħdejja huwa aware, konxju tal-fatt li jien saċerdot (…)”
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John “my (therapeutic) position does influence a bit who I am…the people in
contact with me know that I am a priest”

One participant only said that he never presented himself as a priest. Later on, the same
participant referred to his desire to encounter people as a human being and not out of as role.

Brian “qatt ma nippreżenta lili nnifsi bħala qassis”
Brian “I never present myself as a priest”

Staying with uncertainty by embracing humanity

The theme of ‘human frailty’ and ‘formation’ are recurring variables in this study.
Awareness of one’s growing edge allows the priest/psychotherapist to assume responsibility
and act on it.

Brian “ninduna li jien fraġli u naċċetta lili nnifsi bħala fraġli”
Brian “I become aware that I fragile and I accept myself as such”

and

Philip “qrib l-Ordinazzjoni ħassejt li waqt li n-nies jiġu jfittxu, jien ma kont
preparat xejn; kont inħoss li l-formazzjoni tiegħi ma kinitx kompluta”

Philip “close to my Ordination I felt that, while people sought help, I was not
prepared: I used to feel that my formation was incomplete”
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One of the outstanding values for a priest/psychotherapist is the awareness of one’s
fragility. This self-awareness is translated in an opportunity for growth. Through a journey of
self-care, the priest is able to stay with ‘love’, through an exercise of understanding and
unfolding in his daily life.

Christopher “joħroġ lil hinn minnu (...) l-awareness tal-fraġilita’ li ssir mezz ta’
growth (...) is-saċerdot jasal għal din l-imħabba billi jifimha, jgħixha u b’hekk
tgħinu jiffaċilita lill-persuni jaslu lil hinn minn denominazzjoni reliġjuża”.
Christopher “he goes beyond himself (…) his awareness of being fragile
becomes an opportunity for growth (…) the priest reaches this form of love
through understanding, by living it out and thus by facilitating others to reach
beyond this fragility, irrespective of their religious denomination”

This discovery makes of the priest/psychotherapist a facilitator for others, irrespective
of religious creeds. The priest/psychotherapist, by deconstructing the meaning and the
experience of ‘love’, transforms the experience in a language which is pregnant with meaning.

Facing the gap between the priest and the psychotherapist

Searching for a renewed praxis between theology and the human sciences

The participants’ ideas of following a course in psychotherapy or related fields in the

social sciences have different stories but a similar origin, namely, a response towards (a) an
organizational need to a limited vision, integrating psychology with spirituality, mainly in line
with the formation of prospective candidates for the priesthood, as well as, (b) an intuitive
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personal need, related to one’s personal life journey in a specific life cycle stage, mainly in line
with the integration of the human and the spiritual.

Interestingly, for the diocesan participants (n=3), the link between priesthood and
psychology started from a personal need or intuition and was mainly absorbed by a clear

functional service from a theoretical to an academic and clinical identity. As for the religious
participants (n=2), the encounter between priesthood and psychotherapy followed some years
of ministry and/or leadership towards an existential re-visit of one’s vocational and
professional stand.

Christopher “L-Isqof u r-Rettur kellhom viżjoni (...) dwar kors tal-psikoloġija
b’integrazzjoni mad-dimensjoni spiritwali”
Christopher “the Bishop and the Rector had a vision (…) regarding a course
where psychology spirituality integrate”

The priest/psychotherapist lifestyle brought about a paradigm shift in the way he is seen
or expected to act. The integration of the two roles, shook the status quo of the priest and how
it was seen in the past. He lives and expresses his being in his daily life and encounters, allows
the identity of Jesus, as a healer, to assume an evangelical meaning, without letting the priesttemple link suffocate the power of healing.

Brian “kont l-ewwel persuna b’linja psikoloġika li dħalt fis-Seminarju; kienu

jarawni qisu daħal xitan”
Brian “I was the first one to join the Seminary with a psychological background;
They used to look at me as if the devil had joined them”
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In some cases the legitimate Superiors were oblivious of what this journey was all about
but were confident and trustful in the ecclesial Universities abroad; for others, the ideas were
not totally clear.

Philip “l-Isqof ma kellux ideat ċari imma kienet ta’ inkoraġġiment kbir li kont

sejjer nistudja (barra)”
Philip “The Bishop had no clear ideas but it was encouraging to know that I
was going to study abroad”

It seems that, a personal encounter with persons who were already engaged in
psychotherapy, prompted the desire to explore the possibility, both at an organisational and at
a personal level.

Philip “il-ħajra ġiet minn persuna li kont naf, illum Isqof”
Philip “the desire (to study) came from a person whom I knew, today he is a
Bishop”

This seems to have been accompanied by a personal sense of observation, reading the
cultural signs in a given context.

Philip “l-identita’ (...) tiġi mill-ambjent li fih wieħed jaħdem within a Church
institution”

Philip “the identity (…) comes from the background in which one works within
a Church institution”
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For priests who are also religious (living in community), the need stems from a clear
need for self-care, embracing psycho-therapeutic studies as a way to work on oneself rather
than to embark on a psycho-therapeutic profession.

John “(...) għażla tiegħi (...) prompted minn bżonn partikolari…qatt ma kelli l-

idea li nkun terapista (...) wasalt fi stat fejn għidt: jien irrid inħares lejja innifsi”
John “ (…) my choice (…) prompted by particular needs…I never thought of
becoming a therapist (…) I reached a point were I said: I need to take care of
myself”

The priest’s moral position and its relationship with the therapist’s role

As for moral issues, one participant held that that the handling of a moral position was
not his problem since his role is that of an enabler; allowing the clients to bring their own story
and direct him as they wish.

Brian “fejn tidħol il-moralita’ ma nħosshiex problema tiegħi għax l-għażla hija
tal-persuna”
Brian “where morality is concerned, I don’t feel that it is my problem, as it is
the people’s choice”

Another participant held that the more complex the issues presented by the clients, the

more he can accompany and empower them to uncover new insights and see things differently.
Conversely, one participant took a more clear stand, seeing some issues as a ‘no go’ to avoid
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compromising his conscience, resulting in a lack of therapeutic presence and a very selective
pool of clients, almost exclusively verging on spiritual direction.

Matthew “Hemm ċerta affarijiet li huma no go (...) jekk nazzarda nippretendi li nista
ngħin meta naf deep down li lili qed toħloqli issue, ma nistax inkun fully present mal-client”

Matthew “there are issues which are a no-go for me (…) trying to help people with particular
issues, while aware that deep down it is an issue for me, does not allow me to be fully present
with the clients”

Divergence: were values part away

The issue of same sex attraction/union or homosexual tendencies in prospective priests
and the issue of abortion seem to be recurring themes which bring divergence between
priests/psychotherapists.

This suggests the need of a strategic approach in order to remain loyal and professional,
both towards the clients and to the teachings of the Church, while attending to the client’s
needs. In both cases, the respondents seem to assume a meta-position, avoiding to be positioned
by the clients (or the Church) in a moral conflict of right or wrong.

John “kelli żagħżugħ gay; nenfasizza s-sbuħija tar-relazzjoni, (...) li hu maħluq
minn Alla”

John “I used to follow a gay person; I used to emphasise the beauty of the
relationship (…) he was created by God”
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and

Philip “jien ma nħarisx lejn l-orjentament tagħhom imma jekk qalbu hix fissaċerdozju”
Philip “I don’t focus on their sexual orientation but if their heart is dedicated

or not to the priesthood”

As for the term ‘dilemma’, the only clear reference was made in relation to the Courts,
when a priest-psychotherapist is requested to testify. In this case, the priest-psychotherapist is
faced with an ethical and moral challenge, similar to that of lay professionals in similar
circumstances.

Philip “dilemma meta kont immiss mal-Qorti; kellhom id-drawwa perversa, li
jiġi mħallef u jgħidlek: ‘int meħlus mis-sigriet professjonali’ (…) ‘m’inix
meħlus, int ordnajtli biex nitkellem!’ hi dilemma (...) kelli nagħmel rikors għal
fatt li jien qassis, għax il-liġi ta’ Malta tipproteġina”
Philip “the dilemma was every time I had to deal with the law Courts; they had
the perverse custom of telling you: ‘you are free from the professional seal of
secrecy’ (…) ‘I am not free; you have obliged me to talk!’ It’s a dilemma (…) I
had to present an appeal in virtue of my priestly identity, because the Maltese
law protects us”

When asking the participant if he regarded this stand as some form of a privilege, he
answered:
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Philip “jekk int taħseb li timtela bil-ħmieġ tan-nies u ma tista taqsmu ma’ ħadd
huwa privileġġ, jien naqsmu miegħek l-ewwel wieħed”
Philip “if you think that receiving people’s toxins and being unable to share it
with others is a privilege, then I gladly share it with you”

Setting boundaries between two fields

Generally speaking, all participants seem to be aware of the difference yet
complementarity between therapy and spiritual direction. The priest/psychotherapist is
enabled, through professional training and personal sensibility, to form an ethical boundary,
one which respects the differing needs of the faithful or of the clients, between spiritual
direction and therapy. What may seem “the same” for faithful/clients, is clearly not so for the
priest.

Christoper “jekk xi ħadd jiġi għandi jien se nsaqsih: int ġejt għandi bħala
spiritual direction jew terapija ? (...) nagħmilha ċara mill-bidu għal xiex jiġu”
Christoper “if someone approaches me, I will ask him/her: did you come here
for spiritual direction or for therapy ? (…) I put things very clear from the
beginning”

The natural question that followed was one concerning the rest of the priests, whether
this professional distinction is set or if priests in general assume that they are endowed with

some form of infused skills and abilities just because they were ordained priest.
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At the same time, while the boundary between the type of service/ministry requested
was clear, the priest/psychotherapists seemed to privilege the pastoral voice in tune with one’s
celibate life; a choice of total self-giving to others.

Christoper “ma stajtx inlaħħaq, kelli bilfors nara n-nies il-Ħadd”

Christopher “I could not catch up, I had to see people even on Sundays”

and

Philip “diffiċli tgħid le; nieħu pjaċir meta jirnexxieli”
Philip “it is difficult to say ‘no’; but I am glad when I manage to say so”

Perception by others

Some perceive the priest as a professional with an added bonus. One respondent hinted
towards an element of surprise that this perception still prevails, in spite of a secular culture. It
is not clear whether this stand is an observation of a trend which should have subsided time
ago or not.

Philip “ħafna nies għandhom expectations għolja u jkunu iridu bilfors jiġu
għandi: ‘għax int qassis u psikologu’, the best you can get”, f’għajnejn in-nies
dik hi (...) għandek iż-żewġ dinjiet, għalhekk the best allavolja fil-kultura

sekulari tal-lum”.
Philip “Several people have high expectations and they insist on coming to me:
‘because you are a priest and a psychologist’, the best you can get’…that is how
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some people percieve it (…) you have two worlds, that is why ’it is the best’
notwithstanding the current secular context”

The impression about people’s perception of a priest gathered by the participants vary.
For some, particularly in the case of Gozo, clients seem to put a lot of weight on the priest’s

presumed abilities and answers.

Christopher “int x’tgħidli, Fr?”
Christopher “What do you have to say, Fr?”

For others, the priest-psychotherapy is the one who provides certainties in time of
anguish, fear and uncertainty.

Brian “hemm min jgħid: ‘mort u sibt ftit dawl’ u forsi oħrajn jgħidu: ‘ma sewa
xejn jew sewa ftit”
Brian “some say: ‘I was enlightened’ and there are those who say: ‘there was
no purpose in going (for therapy)”

Those clients who availed of the priest/psychotherapist service but who were also alien
from Church attendance, felt compelled to talk about their religious shortcomings.
Brian “jiġu hawn u jibdew igħudli, ‘Fr. jien ilni ma mmur il-Knisja’”
Brian “they come and start off by admitting: ‘Fr, time has passed since I have been to Church”

Little importance was given to the feedback and what clients might think of them. For
some participants, this lack of interest meant not boasting of one’s skilfulness. At the same
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time, feedback is considered to be important for the priest’s own assessment if he wants to
improve his performance and learn from clients.

John “ma nħossx li tagħmel daqshekk differenza”
John “I don’t think it makes so much difference”

The priest/psychotherapist, seems to start from an unspoken yet clear position, namely,
that of making relationships work.

Brian “fl-aħħar mill-aħħar huma qed ifittxu l-għajnuna kif se jgħixu r-relazzjoni
tagħhom”
Brian “At the end of the day they are seeking help so as to be able to live their
relationship”.

There were clients who placed the validity of the service on the priest-psychologist’s
skills and competencies rather than on his single status.

Christopher “raw il-kompetenzi; in-nies jitkellmu man-nies (...) you hold the
person”
Christopher “they saw the competencies: people share their views (…) you hold
the person”

Naturally, there were instances were clients did not feel comfortable to have a
psychotherapist who was a priest.
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Matthew “hemm min ma jħossux komdu u ma jiġix”
Matthew “there are those who feel uncomfortable and they don’t come”

and

Brian “qatt ma nippreżenta lili nnifsi bħala qassis”
Brian “I never present myself as a priest”

and

Christopher “min isibha bi tqila għax jien qassis nissuġġerilha ssib persuna
oħra”
Christopher “I suggest to those who are uneasy because I am a priest to find
someone else”

Priest/psychotherapists felt privileged to be able to journey with clients who allowed
them in their lives precisely when they were most vulnerable.

Brian “inħossni ħafna xxurtjat, kull koppja li tiġi hija rigal għax huma qed
jagħtuni biċċa minn ħajjithom (...) iċ-ċans li nidħol f’ħajjithom l-aktar meta
hemm it-tensjoni”
Brian “I feel very lucky; every couple that avails of my service is a gift since

they are sharing part of their lives (…) the chance of being part of their lives
particularly when there is tension”
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Trust and selfless support by priest/psychotherapists sustain a therapeutic alliance
which is mutually nurturing. For the client, it is translated into discovering new ways of being
upon untying harmful patterns/bondages. For the priest/psychotherapist, it is transformed into
an expression of deep intimacy beyond any sexual contact.

Philip “hemm xi ħaġa extra li nista nagħti (...) jistgħu jidħlu b’ċerta pregudizzji
“għax hekk tgħid il-Knisja”…mhu veru xejn (...) (huwa) servizz li ħiereġ millqalb saċerdotali tal-Knisja; intik il-ħin u l-attenzjoni u mhu nieħu xejn lura”
Philip “there is something extra which I can give (…) they may arrive with
certain prejudices “that is what the Church says”…it is not true (…) it is a
service which flows from the ‘priestly’ heart of the Church; I give you the time
and the attention required and in turn I get nothing”

Need for training

For some participants, the eve of their priestly ordination presented them with a reality
check. Theoretically and theologically they felt enriched with content but much less skilled or
confident for daily human encounters. Giving meaning to human frailty allowed the priest to
move towards a fuller understanding of one’s areas of growth.

Brian “li nidħol f’dan il-kamp ġiet minn inċertezzi kbar li kelli (...) speċi kif sirt
saċerdot, għidt: issa x’se nagħmel? għandi biċċa xogħol kbira (…) u fittixt aktar

għas-sikurezza tiegħi”
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Brian “joining this field started from my great insecurities (…) in the sense that
when I became a priest, I though to myself: I am faced with a huge task (…) and
I sought for my own security”

and

Philip “qrib l-ordinazzjoni ħassejt li waqt li n-nies jiġu jfittxu, jien ma kont
preparat xejn. Kont inħoss li l-formazzjoni tiegħi ma kinitx kompluta”
Philip “close to my ordination I felt that, while people were asking for my help,
I was not prepared. I used to feel that my formation was incomplete”

The priest who is in touch with his humanity and is not afraid to work on himself,
reached the realisation that he needed to sort past issues and felt supported by sharing his story
as he inspired others to do the same.

Brian “il-bżonn li nkun naf min jien tassew, il-bżonn li jkolli relazzjonijiet iktar
sempliċi (...) diffikultajiet tal-passat li kelli nipprova inħaddanhom u
nintegrahom fil-personalita’ tiegħi”
Brian “The need to know who I really am, the need to foster less complicated
relationships (…) past problems which I had to try to embrace and integrate as
part of who I am”

and
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Christoper “you have to face, embrace and love your shadows (...) you have to
face your own s***”
Christoper “you have to face, embrace and love your shadows (...) you have to
face your own s***”

A postmodern position of not-knowing and a collaborative stance with the clients,
allowed the priest-therapist to learn even more from the clients.

Proper skills and techniques equip the priest psychotherapist

The priest’s own development and the therapeutic profession, prompt the need for
proper skills and techniques. A one-to-one or systemic therapy provided tools which enabled
the priest/psychotherapist to a more in-depth process with individuals and families. While the
priestly ministry assists the crowds, in terms of liturgical and sacramental needs, the therapeutic
offers a fine-tuned service which allows the therapist to monitor the clients’ progress, or lack
of.

Philip “fil-massa żrajt iż-żerriegħa mbagħad jaraha l-Bambin (...) on one to one
għandek iċ-ċans li timmoniterja x’qed jiġri, l-iżvilupp, l-individwu, irrelazzjonijiet għax qed issegwi (...) pass, pass”
Philip “where numbers are involved, you throw the seeds and then you leave it
in God’s hands (…) on one-to-one, you have the chance to monitor what is

happening, the development, the individual person, the relationships, because
you are following (…) one step at a time”
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Brian “għenuni ħafna koppji li għent (...) nintegra u nelabora ċerta ideat u
bżonnijiet tal-fidi mal-esperjenza tal-persuni”
Brian “Many couples whom I have helped were very helpful (…) to integrate

and elaborate certain ideas and faith-related needs with the persons’ journey”

All participants, in different ways, have shared their way of perceiving life when they
stood in awe in front of the mystery of life. They were able to move away from stereotypes
and see themselves and the clients as co-travelers, open for the transcendence level which gives
meaning to the mystery of humanity.

Christopher “ma nibqax f’ideat sterjotipi” (…) fil-fraġilita’ umana u t-tbatija
umana (...) il-misteru tal-umanita’ iwassalni biex nitgħallem inkun bniedem
jiena; nitgħallem nifhem aktar lill-umanita’”
Christopher “to move away from stereotypes (…) in the human fragility and
suffering (…) the mystery of humanity brings me to learn to become a better
person; I learn to better understand humanity”

This meta-position, upheld by the priest/psychotherapist, enabled him to interpret the
social context. Its challenges presented a reflective platform of engaging with particular issues,
mainly concerning families, young people and children.
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Matthew “ħafna nies maqbuda f’ħafna ġiri (...) frustrazzjoni, tensjoni (...)
depressjoni fir-relazzjonijiet (...) il-bniedem m’għadux kapaċi jirreleta fuq livell
intimu”
Matthew “several people are caught in a frantic lifestyle (…) frustration and
tension (…) depression occurs in relationships (…) it seems that people are no

longer able to intimately connect with one another”

and

Christopher “ħafna familji (...) tilfu l-kapaċita’ jew qatt ma żviluppaw
komunikazzjonijiet tajba li jinżlu fil-livell ta’ intimita’. It-tfal frustrati, itteknoloġija xorbot l-imħuħ (...) m’għadhomx jiffukaw fuq relazzjonijiet reali”
Christopher “several families (…) have lost the ability or have never developed
the skills to communicate at a deeper level. Children are frustrated, technology
seems to have absorbed their ability to focus (…) they no longer focus on human
relationships”

and

Christopher “missitni ħafna l-vojt li hawn bħalissa, il-loneliness u l-ansjeta’
huma fost l-aktar”
Christopher “I was touched by the current emptiness, by the loneliness and the

anxiety in people, which are amongst the predominant (issues)”
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As it has already been stated, reflexivity in a priest/psychotherapist allows his prophetic
call to denounce what fails to build or protect a persons and families, and opens the door for a
stance of advocacy.

Managing the overlap between the priest and the psychotherapist

Priests’ understanding of healing

For the priest/psychotherapist, healing was not limited to the religious realm but was a
gift which could holistically restore the clients’ life and dignity, replacing any form of
negativity which paralyses one’s growth.

John “it-terapija x’inhi? mhux healing? healing of the soul (...) jien nemmen li
t-terapista huwa dak li he’s there to heal the soul (...) aħna nżommu f’moħħna li
we need to heal the whole person (...) face life more serenely without any guilt”.
John “what is therapy, if not healing? healing of the soul (…) I believe that the
therapist is that person who is there to heal the soul (…) we keep in mind that
we need to heal the whole person (…) face life more serenely without any guilt”.

‘Healing’ connected the two roles while it invited the priest/psychotherapist to be open
for a form of graduality: starting from what the client deemed most important and also alert for
whatever may surface. The modus operandi of the priest/psychotherapist suggested a modus

vivendi to clients.
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Brian “ma nħoss l-ebda kontraddizjoni jew separazzjoni bejn ir-rwoli (...) laspett psikoloġiku u l-aspett traxxendentali jabbraċċa lil persuna b’mod iktar
sħiħ (...) ċerta gradwalita’, bħalissa għandu bżonn li nħobbu imma nħalli lillpersuna tindikali liema hu l-bżonn veru”
Brian “I don’t see any contradiction or separation between the two roles (…)

both the psychological and the transcendence aspects, embrace the whole
person (…) there is a certain graduality, at this moment - for instance - the
person needs to be loved but I allow the individual to allow me what s/he really
needs”

The priest/psychotherapist, in virtue of his human and spiritual healing giftedness and
abilities, can model a way of being to other professionals who want to qualify their profession
also at a vocational level.

All participants privileged a self-reflexive stance

The majority of the participants seemed to enjoy self-reflexivity, prompting them, in
different yet crucial moments of their lives, to take self-care seriously as part of their ongoing
formation.

Christopher “aċċettazzjoni tal-fraġilita’ (...) joħroġ lil hinn minnu (...) ssir mezz
ta’ growth”

Christopher “acceptance once fragility (…) moving forward (…) it becomes a
means of growth”
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Christoper “xtaqt naħdem fuqi nnifsi; wasal iż-żmien li nħares lejja nnifsi;
x’areas hemm bżonn li rrid nikber fihom (...) irrid inkun normali u nipprova
dejjem ngħix dak li jien (…) persuna sħiħa, li jgħaqqad il-biċċiet kollha li

għandu f’ħajtu”
Christoper “I felt the need to work on myself, to look at my areas of growth (…)I
want to lead a normal life and fulfil precisely who I am (…) a whole person,
making sense of the pieces of my life”

By being present to oneself, the priest/psychotherapist modelled through his being
present for others - the authenticity of ‘trust’, which is another significant value which has
emerged from this study. Trust, for the participants, is fundamental for guaranteeing
confidentiality.

Christopher “il-fiduċja hija fundamentali (...) Fr, għalija kien enough li nirriskja
u ngħid din il-ħaġa li ilni erbgħin sena li qatt ma qsamt ma ħadd”
Christopher “trust is crucial (…) Fr, for me it was enough to be able to risk and
speak about this issue which I have been harbouring within me for the past forty
years and which ave never shared”

The priest/psychotherapist who was perceived as humble and humane in his relational

approach and not complicated in his techniques, put forward another important value: that of
listening.
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Matthew “(...) il-valur tas-smiegħ; il-qassis irid ikun bniedem (...) kapaċi jifhem,
jisma’, jempatizza”.
Matthew “(…) the value of listening; the priest has to be a human person (…)
able to understand, to listen and to empathise”

All participants privileged self-care

The priest/psychotherapist, notwithstanding the transcendence

stance, remains a

human person who struggles to grasp the notion of pain. No matter how much the
priest/psychotherapist dialogues with the profession, there comes a time where he has to
surrender himself to the unknown.

Brian “inħoss wkoll ċerta challenges, ċertu tbatija li jien ma nifhimiex quddiem
Alla…inħossha dik! (...) nifhem li m’għandix nifhem li nifhem”
Brian “I also feel challenged, the pain which I fail to understand when
confronting me with God (…) this really hits me (…) but then I understand that
perhaps I should not understand”

and

Philip “nilbes normali…xorta jsiru jafu wara (...) meta jsiru jafu li jien qassis se
jkunu neħħew ħafna preġudizzji li jkollhom…u li jġibu ħafna restrictions”

Philip “I wear normal clothes….and yet they still get to know (…) by the time
they come to know that I am a priest, several prejudices would have
subsided….which bring along a lot of restrictions”
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The priest/psychotherapists create a setup of self-care and vigilance, striking a balance
between human and spiritual care through varied support systems.

John “apparti spiritual direction, għandi wkoll grupp ta’ terapija u għandi wkoll
supervision (...) aktar ma taf lilek innifsek aktar int tista tgħin lil ħaddiehor meta

jiġi għat-terapija. (Għalija) l-ispiritwali hija mportanti ħafna fil-ħajja tiegħi
pero’ anke l-growth tiegħi bħala bniedem (...) you have awareness u dik tgħinek
ħafna”
John “apart from spiritual direction, I follow group therapy and supervision
(…) the more you know yourself the better you can help others in therapy.
Spirituality is important for me but equally so, human development”

Nonetheless, in non-religious setups, the identity of the priest was acknowledged over
and above that of the psychotherapist.

Philip “waqt kors (...) ma hadtx pjaċir li ġejt ippreżentat bħala l- Father - mhux
għax għandi x’nistħi - imma fil-kuntest I was called to very academic, very
clinical, the hat I was wearing was different from the one I wear in the Church”
Philip “during a course (…) I did not like it when they presented me as “the
Father” - not because there is something to be ashamed of - but in that contest
I was called to very academic, very clinical, the hat I was wearing was different
from the one I wear in the Church”
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Prayer as another way of being present

The priest/psychotherapist intercedes through prayer for his clients. This is another way
of ‘being-with’ clients, which does not limit the encounter and the therapeutic relation to the
one-off session. Work takes place also outside the clinic.

Christopher “nitlob għalihom bħala dak li jinterċedi, li jitlob għal persuni, li ikun
magħhom”
Christopher “I pray for them as the one who intercedes for them, the one who
prays for people, the one who is with them”

Prayer was seen by the participants as a strength which empowered a positive outlook
towards life. Yet again, this offered another opportunity where the therapist invited and allowed
the priest to resort to prayer; not only as a verbal utterance or communication with the divine
but also a stance of abandonment; a journey towards a redeemed/healed humanity previously
undertook by Christ himself, allowing a relational impact and not just a cosmetic touch.

Christopher “nemmen li min ikollu l-fidi, ikollu mpatt pożittiv u li l-persuna li
temmen fil-qawwa tal-talb (...) it-talb isir sfida personali ta’ approfondiment fejn
ikolli ispirazzjonijiet aktar profondi u insights fl-umanita’”
Christopher “I believe that who is a person of faith, enjoys a positive impact on
people and that the person who believes in the power of prayer (…) prayer

becomes a personal challenge for discernment and a context where I can further
understand understand and collect insights on humanity”
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Prayers further enabled the priest/psychotherapist to see the unseen. His personhood
embodied both human and evangelical values which were transmitted through selfless
(celibate) love rather than proselytism or forced stances.

Christoper “inħoss li l-Mulej daħal kull darba, kull meta kont se negħreq”

Christoper “I feel Christ has come to my rescue every time I felt I was about to
drown”

The priest/psychotherapist is held before he holds others. This maybe, is another reason
why clients prefer to do therapy with a priest. The priest/psychotherapist, becomes a bridge
which connects the human with the Divine. He also becomes a channel through whom faith (as
a gift from God) flows towards the client who may or may not embrace it, irrespective of her/his
religious beliefs.

John “man-nies li m’għandhom l-ebda fidi ma nħosshiex bħala diffikulta’;
inħoss li l-Qalb ta’ Alla tilqa’ lil kulħadd”
John “I don’t find a problem to interact with people who ascribe to no
particular religion; I feel that the Heart of Gog welcomes everybody”

Faith seen as a variable which points towards selfless love

The priest/psychotherapists discovered a correlation between one’s distancing from

God and from oneself. The need was to portray a faith seen as a journey based on selfless love
before that of sacramental/liturgical rubrics to follow. The priest/psychotherapist looked
forward, if the client permited him, to show her/him how much God loves the person. More
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often than not, clients who were distant from their faith journey had a distorted idea of God
and of how God might see them.

Philip “aktar ma’ il-bniedem jitbiegħed minnu nnifsu, iktar qed joħloq problemi
(...)

Philip “the more a person gets alienated from herself/himself, the greater the
problems s/he creates (…)”

and

Brian “kultant l-ewwel iridu jħarsu lejhom infushom ta’ kif iħares lejhom Alla”
Brian “at times, people need first to look at themselves in the same way God
looks at them”

Yet again, the sacramental tone is intrinsically tied to the priest’s role. Suggesting
clients to journey with others is another way of supporting inclusion, peer to peer support and
a systemic, relational setup which may also speak of the communal aspect of the Church.

Brian “jiġu hawn u jibdew billi jgħiduli, “Fr. jien ilni ma mmur il-Knisja”
Brian “they come to me and they start of by telling me ‘Fr, it has been a while
since I attended Church”

and
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Brian “nissuġġerilhom li jidħlu f’xi grupp, xi drabi jaslu biex jiskopru huma
stess dan il-bżonn”
Brian “I suggest they join a group; at times they arrive to this suggestion
themselves”

Relocating oneself as a priest/psychotherapist

Positioning oneself within the two domains

Psychological training during initial formation was practically non-existent for many
years.

Philip “It-training fil-psikoloġija kien nieqes; il-formazzjoni saċerdotali ma tatx
dan it-training”
Philip “training in psychology was lacking; formation to the priesthood failed
to offer psychological training”

Opposing polarities seem to clearly demarcate boundaries between individual
priest/psychotherapist and clients. For one of the participants, the polarities seem to suggest an
opposing stand between the two identities.

Matthew “meta jiġi client jew iċempilli, I always make it very clear that first

and foremost I am a priest; then a therapist (...) jiġifieri jekk it-tema li se
jsemmili hija xi ħaġa li se tippreġudika l-valuri tiegħi (...) hemm areas li jien
ma nistax nidħol fihom”
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Matthew “when a client calls or an appointment, I always make it very clear
that first and foremost I am a priest; then a therapist (…) if the theme to be
discussed is going to compromise my values (…) there are areas in which I
cannot get involved”

In the case of other participants, a more reflective position enabled the
priest/psychotherapist to focus on the complementarity which resulted into a growing edge.

Christoper “kont ilni f’leadership u ridt nieħu ħsieb tiegħi nnifsi, ridt nieqaf u
ngħaqqad il-puzzles, il-biċċiet li kienu neqsin (...) kien hemm ħolma, għamiltha
(...) pero’ x’inhu l-iktar mportanti?”
Christoper “I had been in leadership for a long time and I felt it was time to
take care of myself by putting the puzzle in place and sort the missing pieces
(…) I had a dream which I fulfilled (…) but what is most important?”

Another participant positioned himself on the same level of his clients.

Brian “(jien) nimxi mal-fraġilita’ tal-oħrajn bil-fraġilita’ tieghi (...) inħoss li flaħħar mill-aħħar, jien bħalu, bħalha, bħalhom…nimxu biċċa triq flimkien”
Brian “I accompany others in their journey of frailty through my own frailty
(…) at the end of the day, I am like him, like her, like them…we journey
together”

Yet, another participant coined the complementarity of both fields as a sequential
consequence.
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Philip “jien l-ewwel bniedem u mbagħad Nisrani; l-ewwel ġie Adam u mbagħad
Kristu”
Philip “first and formost I am a human person and only then a Christian; first
was Adam and only after was Christ”

An encounter with Christ through therapy

Distinction was made between spirituality and religion. While previously participants
had stated that therapy was about healing, now they went further to state that doing therapy is
one way of communicating love. The Christian connotation of love created a context for the
priest/psychotherapist to embrace the grace of meeting a poor (needy) Christ in the person of
the client.

Christopher “l-opportunita’ tal-grazzja tiltaqa ma’ Kristu fqir (...) il-kapaċita’ li
wieħed iħobb”
Christopher “the grace of encountering a poor Christ (…) the ability to love”

Therefore, from a priest/psychotherapist’s perspective, the goal of therapy is not to fix
the client (a social construct very often weighed on the priest/psychotherapist) but to love
her/him. It is about an ability to embrace an encounter between the relational poverty of the
client and Christ, a progressive journey which embraces healing, leading towards an encounter
with the Healer.
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Search for integration: privileging the human

One of the priests’ dominant awareness is the need of bringing wholeness to the people.
This can either be ‘spoken’ (dialogue) or ‘modelled’. The preferred model is when the
priest/psychotherapist himself is working on his own wholeness, holding together the desire to

be a healthy person and a person of God. It is not the point that the priest does not bring
‘wholeness’ but he instills ‘wholeness’ from the person’s own inner strength and resources.

John “aħna magħmulin mhux biss mill-moħħ u l-qalb (...) imma li jkun hemm
l-ispiritwali wkoll”
John “we are more than simply a mind and a heart (…) there is the need for the
spiritual aspect as well”

The priest/psychotherapist task is that of integrating and marrying the different aspects
of roles in one person. The relationship between the two roles (priest and therapist) is like a
scale; there can be no dichotomy between the human and the spiritual but a continuum of
healthy tension of seeking the optimum balance.

John “irrid inkun bniedem normali li Alla sejjaħli minn fost il-poplu; irrid nibqa’
fost il-poplu…issa kif se ngħaqqad dan mal-fatt il jien bniedem ikkonsagrat?
(...) ir-reliġjuż irid ikun bniedem whole”.
John “I want to be a ‘normal’ person called by God from among the people;

and I want to remain in their midst (…) the challenge is how to incorporate this
with the fact that I am a consecrated person? (…) the religious is expected to be
a whole person”
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Likewise, this awareness seem to prompt the priest/psychotherapist to welcome the
clients and to address whatever issue they might want to explore. The fact that clients choose
to be followed by a psychotherapist who is also a priest may suggest an added safety value and
that a relational based approach further instills a sense of reverence and respect.

John “nipprova nintegra u nżewweġ dawn l-aspetti differenti (…) ir-relazzjoni
bejn is-saċerdozju u t-terapija jien naraha bhal miżien”
John “I try to integrate and marry both aspects (…) I consider the relationship
between priesthood and therapy to be similar to scale”

Some clients challenge the social construct, namely, that a priest is unable or not
equipped to delve in relational issues because he is not in a marital relationship.

John “waħda ġiet u baqgħet tiġi għax riedet qassis, għamlet ħafna sessions u
qalulha: ‘int għandek problemi fiż-żwieġ, ta’ relazzjoni, għand qassis mort?”
John “once, a lady came to me for several sessions as she wanted to have a
priest-therapist and someone told her: ‘(from all therapists), how come you
chose a priest when your difficulties are mainly marital and relational?”

When the personal and professional journey are intimately interconnected, the
priest/psychotherapist becomes a ‘light’ who supports, understands and accompanies in the
exploration as he empowers clients to be active stakeholders.

Brian “wieħed mill-iktar funzjonijiet importanti tas-saċerdot huwa li jdawwal
lil persuna, li jagħti dawl, li jgħin lill-persuna jifhem, jara, jiddeċiedi tagħżel”
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Brian “one of the most important roles of the priest is to enlighten the people,
to give light, to help the person understand, see, and decide to choose”

The priest/psychotherapist’s authenticity superseded the potential conflict and position
between the traditional Church values and the client’s lifestyle’s polarities.

John “illum nemmen li l-iktar ħaġa importanti fil-ħajja hija li tkun preżenti
għall-oħrajn; mhux il-proġetti; għalhekk irridu nkunu awtentiċi”
John “today i firmly believe that the most significant thing in life is to be present
for others; not so much projects; this is why we need to be authentic”

and

Christopher “meta t-therapeutic relationship tinbena, il-persuna tħossha komda
biżżejjed biex fit-terapija tiżvela jew ittella issues li mhux bilfors huma in line
mal-value system tradizzjonali tal-Knisja Kattolika”
Christopher “when the therapeutic relationship has been established, the other
person feels comfortable enough to reveal or share issues in a therapeutic setup
that are not necessarily congruent with the traditional value system of the
Catholic Church”

The grounded priest/psychotherapist is able (when allowed), to meet the client where

s/he are, able to touch one’s woundedness, willing to join in the client’s dynamics because he
has been there first.
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Brian “il-valur li tiltaqa, li tmiss, li tidħol fl-issues, diffikultajiet, id-dinamika
tan-nies tgħini ħafna l-fidi”
Brian “the value of meeting, touching, entering into the issues, difficulties and
human dynamics, helps me a lot in my faith”

and

Philip “(...) virtujiet bħalma hija l-irġulija, is-sinċerita’, il-commitment, ilġenerożita’, l-altruwiżmu u li ma tkunx self centered, is-servizz disinteressat li
tagħti fil-pastorali, li żżomm b’saħħtek”
Philip “(…) virtues as in trustworthiness, sincerity, commitment, generosity,
altruism and not being self centred, disinterested service given in pastoral
ministry and to keep yourself healthy”

Different service provision and the issue of financial remuneration

Another value, which nonetheless, seemed to offer a dilemma for the
priest/psychotherapist was that of financial renumeration as opposed to giving a free service.
Three out of five participants do not ask for money. For John, not charging his preferred
clientele (young people), is one way of investing in sound and healthy adults of tomorrow.
Evidently, young people are not financially independent which would make therapy difficult
for them to receive if they had to pay.
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Others claim that their main financial entry comes from the Diocese or religious order.
Again, reference was made to the apparent correlation between people who need therapy most
and their inability to afford it because of social deprivation, financial constraints, etc.

Philip “xi nies lanqas jaffordjaw iħallsu”

Philip “ some people cannot afford to pay (for the services)”

and

Brian “jiġu almenu dawk li msieken ma jkollhomx minn fejn (...)”
Brian “at least I cater for those who cannot afford it (…)”

As for the question: ‘what do you gain?’, Philip answered:

Philip “x’naqla? imsarni, fwiedi, l-istonku tiegħi…lin-nies ma nżommilhomx
flus…minn dejjem hekk”
Philip “what do I gain? (I ruin my intern system…I don’t charge people…I
never did done”

For Brian, setting a payment rate vehemently goes against the ideals he stands for.

Brian “hekk għadni u hekk se nibqa’ għax hija għażla tiegħi (...) kull sena ngħid

“mid-dieħla nibda’ nitlob xi ħaġa”, imma ma nasalx nagħmilha ghax inħossha
tmur kontra dak li jien bħala persuna”
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Brian “that is how I am and that is how I am going to remain, it is my choice
(…) every year I say to myself: ‘I will start to charge something as from next
year’…but it never happens as I feel it goes against my ideals as a human being”

Similarly, for Philip, not charging money is one way of conveying an important

message:

Brian “bla flus qed joħroġ messaġġ very powerful, li jien qed nagħtik servizz
disinteressat”.
Brian “by not charging money for my service I am conveying a powerful
message, namely, that I am giving you a disinterested service”

Some clients might interpret this free as a good or charitable gesture. But for the
priest/psychotherapist, it is a concrete sign of the Church’s preference for the poor and an
overflow of love through the priest.

Philip “servizz li ħiereġ mill-qalb saċerdotali tal-Knisja; intik il-ħin u lattenzjoni u mhu nieħu xejn lura…għax powerful it can be also influential (...)
it makes it more genuine and it becomes more effective (...) ”
Philip “it is a service which flows from the priestly heart of the Church; I give
you my time and my attention without getting something in return…as it is
powerful it can be also influential (…) it makes it more genuine and it becomes

more effective (...) ”
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CHAPTER 4: DISCUSSION

This chapter will evaluate and discuss the findings gathered by this study in the
superordinate themes and in light of the research question. Since the discussion and its analysis
elicits themes which had not been anticipated, some additional literature has been added into

this section (Smith, Flowers & Larkin, 2009). A number of variables were taken into account,
such as gender, leadership and visionary roles, educational attainment, financial
reimbursement, and faith and prayer as well as the process of integration. Important themes
relating to the priest/psychotherapist and the clients were explored, including a suggested
paradigm shift as an invitation to the Catholic Church in Malta and a renewed perspective at
the humanity of a priest in relation to social constructs. The study also sought to establish what
difference, if any, priests/psychotherapists may have attained for living the two identities as an
integrated option which revisited the meaning and ministry of a priest.

Contextualising the findings in local ecclesial history

Back in 1962 Vatican Council II, specifically on Pope Paul VI’s explicit request, was
to address the lack of human formation in seminaries and establish policies and procedures for
an adequate and professional accompaniment of prospective priests.

Historically, the Church has tried to embark on a dialogic journey between its certainties
of truths based on dogma and power and a secular context. This seems to link to the experiences
of some participants who seem to have embraced a more collaborative stance based on social
constructionism and multiplicity of truths. Philip and Brian, in particular, have lived this reality
with some trepidation, aware that they were ‘sailing’ in unchartered waters. It appears that what
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the Church stands for at a macro level, the priest/psychotherapist stands for at a micro level;
namely, the attempt to bring about change, starting from a personal vision and understanding
of one’s identity even within the Maltese context. It is meaningful to observe how it took the
Maltese Church almost 30 years to allow the paradigm shift to occur. On the other hand, one
has to acknowledge how the same Church in Malta was one of the pioneers in allowing its

members to engage in this change since its inception suggesting a dissonance between the
Church’s perceived ideas and its application. One would arguably hold that not everyone would
have the same possibility to study abroad. Given that local training of lay professionals make
provision for issues like family ties and financial burdens, the same issues related to a priest
are easily absorbed by the Church allowing him to invest time and energy in such an arduous
task. In the light of the decline in priestly vocations paralleled to the increasing involvement of
the laity, one would be curious to see how this momentum could be maintained and how Church
run offices adapt to new challenges.

The collapse of absolutes and its experience

The collapse of absolutes and the spread of relativism predicted by Nietzsche (Finnigan,
2000) has become evident in the current postmodern era. There is a greater awareness of
intellectual pluralism. All academic disciplines must deal with multiple perspectives and
diverse outlooks on fundamental questions. People recognise that their perception of truth are
conditioned by historical circumstances, cultural assumptions and personal interests. In trying
to defend fundamental beliefs, priests we are often forced to rely on arguments that are

relatively adequate rather than absolutely convincing. All of these developments call into
question traditional certitudes.
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Matthew, for instance, implied a lack of integration of the two roles in his identity. He
seemed to be caught up in an issue of loyalty as to which, according to Wittgenstein
(Rasalingam, 2009), language game to belong. This suggested a split and became a question of
loyalty as he chose to subscribe to priesthood. On the other hand, other participants, like John
and Brian, seem to have integrated both roles and were able to handle the invisible loyalties

(Boszormenyi-Nagy and Spark, 1984) much better. “għenuni ħafna l-koppji (…) nintegra u
nelabora bżonnijiet ta’ fidi mal-esperjenza tal-persuni:. (Brian). “supported by couples (…) to
integrate and elaborate needs of faith and life experiences). Matthew seemed to look at the
two roles as mutually exclusive clubs, finding it hard to manage their integration.

From an absolute philosophy/doctrine to a personal absolute

Frederick Buecchner (1993) writes: “the place God calls you to is the place where your
deep gladness and the world’s deep hunger meet”. His phrase ‘your deep gladness’ evokes the
divine image that each of us has. The other phrase, ‘the world’s deep hunger’, points to the
suffering in and around us that evokes our committed efforts to act. His conviction tallies with
this study’s suggestions as experienced by the participants, namely, that the gladness and the
hunger can ‘meet’ points to the loving mysterious Source of our inner energy: the Source whose
love embraces the whole cosmos and flows through the

priest/psychotherapist to heal.

Priest/psychotherapist, according to the participants, think that they may offer a synthesis of
these two worlds. Therapy shows how it is not easy to find the link between attentiveness to
one’s deepest interior capacity of soul and the call to a spirit-inspired life of social commitment.

Ignorance of the dynamics of one can seriously block the dynamism of the other.
Institutionalised religion often forgets this link. Participants felt that Church members are too
often pushed into a busy doing of good works or left in an isolated interiority and not even
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invited into the effort of living a truly spiritual life in the real world. Again, the
priest/psychotherapist, is both formed and sent to uphold a vision within an institutionalised
religion and is skilled in his competence of holding in a healthy tension the two realms, at least
as it is perceived by the participants in the Maltese context.

Uncertainty and reciprocity of identities

The term ‘uncertainty’ used as part of this superordinate theme, suggests divergent
views round the theme of ‘being’, held by the participants. For some, the identity of a priest
clearly refers to the fundamental and existential life option that organisedf their being. Other
participants, spoke of their personhood as a priest/psychotherapist, intimately linking one with
the other suggesting mutual reciprocity between both identities using expressions such as: “irrelazzjoni bejn is-saċerdozju u t-terapija, jien naraha bħala miżien” (John). (I consider the
relationship between a priest and a therapist to be like scales). Some participants in this
research used the terms ‘function’ and ‘position’ interchangeably, at times suggesting a
definition as to what constitutes an identity.

This research provides space for some hypotheses. The priesthood of the participants
was well established before being a therapist. The perception of priests/therapists who were
interviewed in this research seem to be carrying an invisible identity shed by others, namely to
be ‘unconventional priests’, since they pushed forward in therapy even if official
encouragement to be involved in these skills was not present. Participants used phrases like:

“(…) l-ewwel persuna b’linja psikoloġika (…) kienu jarawni qisu daħal xitan” (Brian) (“I was
the first to enter the field of psychology (…) they used to see me as if I was a devil”) and “lIsqof ma kellux ideat ċari” (Philip) (“the Bishop had no clear ideas”). Another hypothesis put
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forward by this research is that in the Catholic Church, the confessional is being treated too
much like "a psychiatrist's couch” (Halliwell, 2009). Priests/therapists in this study seem to
foster a mentality that ‘good’ therapy and ‘good’ religion have the same ends – greater
knowledge of self, others and the world – as well as providing transformative tools that help
clients/faithful out to ever deeper expressions of human potential. These hypothesis are only

perceived ideas put forward by the participants as there was no way of verifying these
statements with the participants’ clients. At the same time, therapy and religion are stand-alone
areas which, in my opinion, may offer a context of differentiation. It would be interesting to
observe what forms of differences may emerge when a therapist is also a priest and to what
extent, if any, one uphold the two roles.

A pattern seems to emerge from the results, namely, that the more fixed positions a
‘priest’ or a ‘psychotherapist’ adhere to, the stronger an ‘either/or’ stance is observed. This
suggests ambivalence since “it has always been one of the great challenges of psychotherapy
to aid people in moving from positions of rigid and unempathic modes of interacting with
themselves and the world to more flexible and empathic relatedness”. (Cornett, 2000). This
study suggests that rigidity in the priest/psychotherapist’s identity and approach to therapy
raises concern. Based on the results one can feel an unspoken tension lived by those participants
who operate out of a rigid position between spirituality and therapy, allowing difference rather
than complementarity to be the epistemological stance.

Matthew, for example, stated: “l-ewwel u qabel kollox, jien saċerdot (…) hemm ċerta

affarijiet li huma no-go”. (First and foremost, I am a priest (…) there are areas which are nogo for me”). This contrasts with John’s position, that is to say: “il-posizzjoni terapewtika tiegħi
tinfluwenza xi ftit dak li jien (…) konxju tal-fatt li jien saċerdot”. (“my therapeutic position
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does influence who I am (…) people know, after all, that I am a priest”). The participants seem
to suggest that training in psychotherapy helped them avoid a position of polarity and embrace
a more integrative position, suggesting a movement which moves away from the comfort zone
to reach the integrative, growth zone. Matthew seems to suggest that conversely one can retract
from a learning and growth zone to a fear and comfort zone. The research suggest that when

participants did not integrate their identity of a priest/therapist and lived the reality as a split,
the issue of split-loyalty was more pronounced.

Diagram 2: picture by Dan Stevens
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Simultaneously attempting to envision oneself as a priest/psychotherapist while
denying a range of ethical/moral positions and ideas to clients is confusing and can produce
anomalies. Conversely, the participants who believe that they have one identity but with
multiple roles, are inclined to consider the different functions and facets of a
priest/psychotherapist as multiple ways of expressing their identity. John, for instance, set his

personhood as a priority over and above his function or role and he was able to connect
relationally with personal and pastoral issues: “irrid inkun bniedem normali (…) Alla sejjaħli
minn fost il-poplu; irrid nibqa’ fost il-poplu (…) ir-reliġjuż irid ikun bniedem whole”. (I want
to be normal (…)” In other words, embracing a horizontal rather than a vertical position,
enabled the participants to live their life process with a certain circularity; a journey towards a
deeper and meaningful life. This is also supported by literature “A central task of the spiritually
attuned psychotherapist is to help clients differentiate external moral or ethical systems from
internal spiritual convictions arising from a genuine sense of self. This challenge seems all the
more acute today” (Cornett, 2000).

A process towards integration

Reflecting on this study, one one trace a process based on the lived experience of the
participants. The results suggest a process towards integrating the role of a priest and the role
of a therapist as they interact and complement each other in the person of each participant. The
process, according to this study, starts off from a personal need or an organisational vision,
often encouraged by someone who has been through this process before. Some level of

uncertainty has been perceived by all the participants. This challenges the ability of each
participant to face the gaps between the two identities. The study also suggest another stage,
namely, managing the overlap between the two identities. One hopes, as shared by Brian, to
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achieve the ability of relocating oneself as a priest/therapist. Clearly, as indicated by the
participants, the outlined process does not follow an easy path.

Some studies indicate that the phase between managing the overlap between the two
identities and the relocation as a priest/therapist, reveals a major challenge which may lead

some priests to consider changing vocation (Baniak, 2001; DellaCava, 1975). DellaCava
(1975) noted that just thinking about leaving the priesthood “may produce an inner conflict”,
which Kreiner, Hollensbe, and Sheep (2006) explain in terms of “tension between personal
and social identities”. One may hypothesise whether Matthew’s refutation to embark on the
process of integration, translated in resistance, is actually based on the fear or frustration of
what the integration might reveal. Motives to become priests may be complex and involve both
spiritual and non-spiritual reasons. The latter, according to Pietkiewicz (2016), “may include
meeting the expectations of significant others, gaining social prestige and appreciation, or
trying to escape developmental challenges of early adulthood, including moving out of the
family home, establishing intimate relationships (…) Some individuals may just replace one
form of dependence (the family home) for another (the seminary)”. Grosch and Olsen (2000)
observe that priests may invalidate their own needs and become attentive to the needs of others.
It would be interesting, if one had to carry the same interview five years ago, how it would
have been different.

Spirituality integrated psychotherapy

As reported by the participants, the connectedness between the two roles prompt the
priest to give something extra. Maybe clients interpret this ‘something extra’, as an outpour of
one’s life and spiritual richness, as asserted by Philip: “hemm xi ħaġa extra li nista nagħti (…)
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għax int qassis u psikologu, the best you can get”. (there is something extra which I can give
(…) because you are a priest and a psychologist, the best you can get”).

Religious/spiritual discussions, according to the participants, were found to be most
helpful when they were client-initiated. Helpful discussion arose gradually within the first year

of therapy. Helpful discussion were facilitated when clients’ perceived therapists as open,
accepting and safe (Knox, Catlin, Casper and Schlosser, 2005). Prior to therapy, clients
reported concerns that secular therapists would ignore or insensitively approach
religious/spiritual beliefs. However, the majority of clients receiving help report a positive
experience of therapy (Mayers, Leavey, Valliantou and Barker, 2007).

In an another study, carried out by Weld and Eriksen (2007), most clients felt it was
usually the therapist’s responsibility to bring up the subject of prayer. Spirituality and religion
play an important role in the lives of individuals and families (Gallup Poll Inc, 2008;
McCullough et al., 2000; Princeton Religion Research Center, 1996; Stark and Finke, 2000).
Another research (Wade, Worthington and Vogel, 2007) suggests that if there is congruence
between the value system of the client and of the priest/psychotherapist, then the relationship,
built on trust, is deeper and more enduring. At the same time, this alliance might hinder a
neutral and curious stance in the priest/psychotherapist. Congruence between therapists’
interventions and their clients’ religious commitment was related to closer therapeutic
relationships and more beneficial outcomes.

Walsh (2008) goes even further and argues that “couple and family therapists have a
responsibility to draw on clients’ spiritual and/or religious beliefs as a resource for change in
therapy”. This collaterals with Christopher’s observations: “”nitlob għalihom (…) it-talb isir
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(…) approfondiment”. (“I pray for them (…) prayer leads to (…) a deepening (…)”. At the
same time this seems to contradict what the results of this study show, namely, that
priests/therapists almost never bring up the topic of spirituality in a therapeutic setup unless
initiated by the client. Christopher, for instance, feels strong about setting clear boundaries
during the first appointment, delineating a clear line between spirituality and therapy: “jekk xi

ħadd jiġi għandi jien se nistaqsih: ġejt għandi bħala spiritual direction jew terapija? (…)” “if
someone approaches me, I will ask him/her: did you come here for spiritual direction of fort
therapy (…)?” One would question how this is perceived by the client. Ironically, Matthew’s
rigid stance a priori ‘enables’ a client to consider him or not for therapy: “I always make it very
clear that first and foremost I am a priest; then a therapist”. One may hypothesise whether the
participants defined position not to include religion in therapy, is actually contradicting the
above research, where clients expect the therapist to initiate a conversation which relates to
spirituality. It would be interesting to question Maltese clients about hoe they position
themselves on this topic.

Another challenge for the priest/psychotherapist, as it has emerged from this study, lies
in their unavoidable and unprecedented exposure to the pluralism of religious faith in contrast
with the only dominant Catholic faith. For priests/psychotherapists, this exposure takes place
in the context of a secular society, “which continually compounds this “interfaith” pluralism
with its own multiple, competing, nonreligious explanations of human life in the world” (Puett,
2014).

Another point concerning the majority of the participants is the value of free service.
By not charging a fee, the interviewed priests/psychotherapists believe that they are making
visible the Church’s generosity and its option for the poor and the neediest. At the same time,
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Philip admitted that this may create a form a dependency which, if not tackled in a professional
way, may spill into a subtle control. Paying, even if it is a symbolic fee, allows the client to
feel partner and not simply a recipient on the therapeutic journey. When clients pay, they are
inclined to assume better the responsibility to engage in therapy. One may also hypothesize
about a covert power issue where a potential unsatisfactory service by a priest/therapist cannot

be challenged since there was no payment. Indirectly this may suggest a lack of entitlement on
the client’s part to protest against a potential lack of professional service. Consequently the
questions which follows is: how does this impact the therapeutic relationship? How do the rules
of the game change and would they be different?

The results of this study suggest that some people tend to expect an approach of ‘fixing
the problems’ from a priest/psychotherapist. The priest/psychotherapist who holds to an
absolutist moral or ethical code may inadvertently play the clients’ script of a quick-fix rather
than engage in a process.

The priest’s moral position and its relationship with the therapist’s role

The Catholic Church’s moral position in respect to certain issues, such as same sex
relationships, are historically and socially in the line of fire. I was curious to see if the
participants were going to make any reference to this. Interestingly, four out of five participants
focused their attention on the relational aspect and on the wellbeing of the client rather than on
a dilemma. However, respondents referred to other dilemmas, such as testifying at Court. This

study showed how the Maltese law recognizes the fact that a priest/psychotherapist, in virtue
of his ordained priesthood, may not testify in Courts. This legal proviso, called locus
confessionis, is different from the seal of confessional secrecy. In a way, the research suggests
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that it is almost inevitable for a priest to present himself differently. One may hypothesize about
the recurring dilemma of what a priest can speak about or not given the different weight given
to the confessional seal and the psychotherapist boundaries and confidentiality lived by the
same person. This study elicits the struggle within the identity of the priest/psychotherapist.
Participants believe that this is a struggle when clients or institutions elevate the priest/therapist

to ‘someone’ different: “waqt kors (…) ma hadtx gost li ġejt ipprezentat bħala Father (…) I
was called to be very academic (…) I was wearing a different hat” (Philip). (“during a course
(…) I did not like them referring to me as ‘priest’ (…) I was called to be very academic (…) I
was wearing a different hat”.

The priest, as emerged from this study, is more often than not, seen by clients as a
person capable to ‘fix’ people by being directive and working from a ‘knowing’ position. He
is seen to be able to reorganize relations and, perhaps, make relations work. This study
advocates that the priest is still perceived as the man of God who gives answers. The
priest/psychotherapist, as I perceive it, is invited to handle both the experience (of the client)
and the authority (handed down by the Church) entrusted to him.

Integrating spirituality and therapy, according to John and Brian, calls for acquainting
oneself with spirituality in a way that transcends any particular set of spiritual teachings,
beliefs, and practices. Spiritually integrated therapy also involves more than knowledge about
spirituality and knowledge about therapy (Pargament, 2011). It rests on wisdom about how to
put the two together. This calls not only for academic knowledge, as indicated by Philip, but

even more a sensibility which moved beyond the religion adhered to by the
priest/psychotherapist. The study prompts another question: what happens when the Church,
through its Magisterium, binds a priest to follow a teaching which might be in direct opposition
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to the therapist’s position? If the priest - as expected by the Church authorities - adheres to that
teaching, how could he reposition himself as a therapist? And conversely, if he sticks to his
therapeutic beliefs, how will he be seen by Church authorities?

John acknowledged how the priest/psychotherapist and the client are not equal partners

in the therapy room. By virtue of their training, education, and experience,
priest/psychotherapist are in a position of greater power and authority than their clients and, as
a result, may, knowingly or unknowingly, intrude on their client’s autonomy and right to
choose. “The view of psychotherapists’ power(…) has been generally unchallenged” (Zur,
2019). An antidote to this danger, as suggested by the participants, is spiritual self-awareness,
insight into the priest/psychotherapist's own spiritual worldview and the way it may shape the
therapeutic process.

The therapeutic relationship and values towards co-constructing ‘healing’

The therapeutic relationship, according to Christopher, speaks of healing, which is the
ultimate goal of therapy, “meta t-therapeutic relationship tinbena (…) il-persuna tħossha
komda (…)” (when the therapeutic relationship has been established (…) the other person
feels comfortbale (…))’. It is a journey towards personal and relational healing, respectfully
allowing the dignity of the client to flourish and shy away from unfruitful feelings of guilt,
shame, etc. The study suggests that the priest/psychotherapist has the values of empathy and
compassion at heart. While the confessional priestly stance gives weight to an objective,

judgmental position, the priest in a therapeutic setup seems to be prompted by empathy as he
seeks to co-construct healing.
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Authenticity, as defined by the participants, along with spiritual knowledge, tolerance
and self-awareness, are all critical ingredients of spiritually integrated psychotherapy;
ingredients

which

have been

previously assumed

by the

spiritually integrated

priest/psychotherapist. Some clients, who have intentionally sought one of the
priests/psychotherapists interviewed in this study, seem to have connected with the experiential

process embraced by the priest/psychotherapist who has become a wounded healer, seeing in
him “a powerful resource for the client, a resource capable of facilitating profound change”.
(ibid.) Nonetheless, participants feel that this brings along a certain level of expectations:
being a priest/psychotherapist is a like tapping in the best of two worlds, notwithstanding the
secularized social context and the tarnished reputation of priests through generalized sexual
misconducts and scandals.

Inviting a new paradigm about being a priest

The priests/psychotherapists who feature in this research seem to have attempted to
bring about a mind shift in the formation of priests. Reference was made by two participants
to the way priests interact and enter into dialogue with the social sciences challenging the fear
and the resistance to change. The majority of priests/psychotherapists, as apprehended by the
participants, (through their professional practice but even more so through the sharing of their
own story), want to model a new way of being a priest. The same respondents gave a new
meaning to the priestly formation in seminaries. According to them, formation started to focus
on the personal journey rather than an automatic progression from one stage to another. This

offers food for thought for the formation of new priests. The candidate, in the light of this new
way of looking at formation, assumes - according to John and Philip - full responsibility of his
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formation rather than relegate it to the institution. This paradigm shift, as held by some
participants, enables the candidate for the priesthood to manage and monitor his wellbeing.

This reality did not feature as a prominent theme in this study. As a matter of fact, there
was only one reference to non-Maltese residents who, because of mixed marriages, sought

therapy at a priest.

Celibacy and therapeutic skills which point towards selfless love

Participants briefly referred to the theme of celibacy which naturally ties with the
identity of a Catholic priest. The interviewed priests/psychotherapists held that, in virtue of
their celibate life and as lived by themselves, is a living statement of the depth of relationships,
which is by far deeper than just random acquaintances. In the same way, the priest is able to
engage in marital issues because love is greater than sex through genital contact. Again, the
celibate priest/psychotherapist, as stated by some participants, seems to open a window through
which clients can observe what healthy, relational intimacy is all about. John and Christopher
held that the Church will become increasingly alienated from our culture if it tries to influence
the often disturbing situation by resorting to out-dated models of paternalistic authority. On the
other hand, it will become part of the problem instead of being part of the solution, if it
immerses itself in an uncritical way in the culture of subjective experience, according to Philip.
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CONCLUSION
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION

This research concludes that there is one priesthood with at least two co-current forms
of expressions. This was perceived by the participants as a move from ‘the temple based priest’
to ‘the co-constructivist (therapist) priest’. ‘The temple based priest’ starting point is where

one is expected to be, assuming that the faithful have the language and the psycho-social,
relational disposition to coerce one’s meaning-making journey from a fixed, pre-determined
form and set of rules. ‘The co-constructivist (therapist) priest’s starting point is where the
person is at the moment of meeting, privileging this encounter between the client and the
priest/psychotherapist as a God given space for co-journeying and co-creating a meaningful
life based on human and gospel values, which may, eventually, re/introduce the person to a
possible community-based faith-journey, encountering God through celebration, liturgy and
sacraments7.

The discussion suggests the need for individuals who are both priests/psychotherapists
to hold the perceived restlessness and tension between both positions. Interestingly, this is

visible in the current Maltese context. Once can observe how the Maltese Bishops’ stand
currently reflects this restlessness. In the case of Malta, there were more than six cosmetic
honorary titles given to Parishes and a number of honorary titles bestowed to priests over a
span of three years. Conversely, the latest speech delivered by the Bishop of Gozo8 stated: “I
feel that we need to be humanly, civilly and spiritually reborn! (…) I wish to witness the rebirth
of our Church! Unfortunately, there are many who desire that it remains in the womb (…) ”.

7

Etymologically, a sacrament refers to an outward and visible sign of an inward and spiritual grace, a
Church Latin translation of the Greek μυστήριον ‘mysterion’ (mystery).
8 Message by the Bishop of Gozo, Mario Grech, during the solemn pontifical mass on the feast of the
Nativity of the Blessed Virgin Mary, in Xagħra, 8th September 2019.
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The common essence of the priest and the psychotherapist, according to the findings of
this research, seems to be the engagement of healing. This healing aspect, very dear for the
Catholic tradition is, in my opinion, similar to the therapist role which has the same aim of
seeking healing with the client and co-constructing paths together to reach towards this healing.

Both identities, using scientific, empirically based formulations of human growth, development
and change - alongside a philosophical anthropology distinguished by its openness to a spiritual
reality beyond oneself - has the best chance of appropriating all that is real in the work of
healing.

Recommendations

A parallel study for female religious involved in therapy would be interesting, at least
to explore and differences or correlations based on gender and social constructs.

I hope that this study invites the Church to embrace an inter-disciplinary approach in
the formation of prospective priests, namely, by reinforcing a culture of self-nurture in
seminarians’ human and spiritual well-being. At the same time the Church is highly encouraged
to expose prospective priests to the current and emergent mental health issues. In practice, this
means training them to identify relational dysfunctional patterns in individuals and families,
fostering a culture of referral to professionals and, hopefully, put forward a systemic,
collaborative were several professions - including that of the priest - work together in synergy

in the best interest of a person or a family.
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This research does not wish to focus on the separateness, suggesting a rift in the
priesthood. Instead, a ‘both/and’ position is recommended to facilitate a process which
enhances mutuality and understanding when working to reach the common goal of a person’s
and a family’s welfare.

It would be interesting to carry out a similar research amongst, for example, Protestant
or Orthodox priests who can be married and reflect on possible differences in constructs, and
approach with clients.

Strengths and Limitations

Whilst further investigating the area of priests/psychotherapists, the study might present
limitations particularly with regard to the generalizability of the findings reported here.
Although the sample size is appropriate for an IPA study, it was very homogenous (Caucasian,
white males, priests) and not balanced in terms of gender or social class. Moreover, this study
referred to a purposive sampling.

Given the size and the Maltese context, participants could have easily been identified.
This study had to alter some words and delete some information so as to safeguard anonymity.
Clearly, this meant staying away from investigating other interesting issues.

This study was limited only to Maltese priests/psychotherapists. It would be interesting

to extend the work to a comparative study from other non-Maltese contexts.
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For obvious reasons, the participants were only male. Besides, I cannot not be a priest,
where at times I might have been too congruent, and thus enmeshed, with the participants’
jargon. Objectivity had to be sought and maintained throughout the whole study to safeguard
curiosity and avoid assumptions.

I was aware that, while being an insider I was also the researcher. One hopes that the
tendency of priests’ sanctimonious narrative, did enough justice to the deconstruction of terms,
meanings and constructs and that objectivity was maintained throughout the whole research.

Besides the questions used in the semi-structured interview, I wonder what other
questions I might have asked. While one can assume that generally speaking the traditional
form of family prevailed, still one could have focused on differences and perhaps identify the
reasons which, implicitly or not, led the participants to embrace the priesthood.

The

participants

of

this

study

constitute

the

second

generation

of

priests/psychotherapists. They have planted the seeds for new ways of interaction and
connectedness between the theology and psychotherapy; from a first order they moved to a
second order and have paved the way for a third order. The question is how to maintain a
paradigm shift ad intra (Church) and explore new ways on inter-relating with social sciences
as co-creators for the common good.

Conclusion

One of the most difficult tasks of being human, from my experience and that of the
participants, is the integration of multiple complex and sometimes contradictory roles.
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Evidently, the titles and the order of the superordinate themes in this research reflect my
journey divided in stages. Adopting a relational, systemic outlook at the superordinate themes,
one can see how they point towards a process. In a world increasingly filled with complex
choices and few corresponding certainties, it is understandable that we search for security in
absolutes. There is no shortage of movements, groups, and systems, both religious and secular

that promulgate such absolutes. This study showed how absolutes are not consistent with the
ambivalence and elegant complexity inherent in the human condition.

This research is only the pinnacle of a journey in systemic psychotherapy. For some,
this might be the time for a turning point, focusing on a new identity with new opportunities. I
think I was in this place years ago when the choice between the priesthood or married life had
to be taken amidst different possibilities and challenges. In my case, I approach the conclusion
of this research not so much with what to change but with more questions about how to give it
meaning.

The process of writing this thesis mirrors my own self journey. The research dedicated
more time to the therapist’s identity formation and focused less on the priest. This apparent
skewness may reflect my clarity on the identity of the priest but also the new territory of
psychotherapy which naturally poses more and new questions about integrating it with my
priesthood.

The language which describes the phenomenon was limited. One may arguably say that
not enough was said. At the same time, this may suggest an ongoing process in which the
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researcher is still balancing between ‘arrogance’ and ‘authenticity’, coming to terms with the
ambiguity of a moral campus.

This study seems to suggest that official encouragement to learn therapeutic skills in
tandem with theology still looks poor for Catholic priests, though unconventional priests seem

to do it anyway and be of great benefit to their congregations.

Arguably, this research seems to suggest that Catholics are abandoning confession not
because there is too much therapy but not enough of it. Learning from psychotherapies may
seem to instil fear or resistance in priests and that the lines between good and evil, truth and
lies, and sin and virtue become blurred.

Self-reflective thoughts

The demands put forward by this study, in a way, replicates the lifestyle of a
priest/psychotherapist; an uphill juggling of time to balance between reading, reflection,
attending to different pastoral needs, tasks linked with leadership and organizational
management, etc. It mirrors my own experience, namely, that of ‘wearing several hats at one
time’; striving to maintain both a professional and a pastoral equilibrium with good coping
skills.
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Appendix A

Letter of Invitation
The experience of being a priest and a
psychotherapist: the lived experience of the two
identities
Dear Fr. X,
I am currently reading a Master in Systemic Family Psychotherapy, with the Institute of Family
Therapy, Malta. (IFT, Malta). I am working on my final thesis, under the guidance of my tutor,
Ms Karen Bishop, from the above-mentioned Institute.
I would like to invite you to participate in the research process about: The experience of being
a priest and a psychotherapist: the lived experience of the two identities
I am interested to find out how Maltese ordained priests who also work as
therapists/psychologists live their pastoral and therapeutic identity. I am also interested in the
way they are perceived by the public, when is the priest influencing the therapist and when
does the therapist complement the priestly ministry.
The research will be carried out through individual interviews with your kind self and other
participants. The interview will take approximately one hour. The information will be digitally
recorded and transcribed. I will be treating your stories and experiences with respect and ensure
confidentiality and anonymity in the write up of my thesis and any identifiable information will
be changed or omitted if necessary. My tutor, Ms Karen Bishop and myself will only handle
this information. I will ensure that all the recordings and audio clips will be discarded after the
research is completed in 2019. I will provide you with a copy of the findings after the
finalisation of the work, upon request. A copy of this thesis will also be available at the Institute
for Family Therapy – Malta (IFT).
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I wish to ensure that this research may not cause any distress during the interviewing process
and thereafter. Thus, I may ask you to withdraw from the study at any point in time. A
debriefing time will also be dedicated, following the interview, so that you have space to
express the research experience and any positive or negative emotions, which may have arisen.

Your involvement in this study is voluntary and you may choose not to participate or withdraw

from participation at any point in time. I am open and available to discuss any queries you may
have, including fears, doubts, areas of discomfort, prior to the interview for further clarification
about your decision to participate or not in this study.
May you wish to participate, kindly sign the attached consent forms. This research proposal
has been reviewed and approved by the IFT Research Ethics Committee, whose task is to make
sure that research participants are protected from harm. Your contribution in this area will be
very helpful.
Thank you very much in advance.
Yours truly,

Fr. Eric Cachia sdb
Student in Master in Systemic Family Psychotherapy
Mobile Number: 79203983
Email: ecachia@gmail.com/rector@spmalta.org
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Appendix B
Consent Form
The experience of being a priest and a psychotherapist: the lived experience of the two
identities
I, the undersigned, do hereby agree to participate in the study carried out by Fr. Eric Cachia
SDB, entitled: The experience of being a priest and a psychotherapist: the lived experience of
the two identities submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Master in Systemic
Family Psychotherapy with the Institute of Family Therapy, Malta.
I have read the letter of invitation with all the information about the above-entitled research. I
have had the opportunity to consider the information and clarify all my concerns about my
participation in the research. All my questions have been answered to my satisfaction.

I understand that all data will be kept confidential and anonymity will be respected. I also
understand that the researcher and his tutor Ms Karen Bishop will only use the information, for
the sole purposes of this research. I also understand that audio clips and transcripts will be
destroyed after the completion of the thesis. All the information will be treated according to
GDPR. I also understand that my participation is voluntary and that I can refrain from the
research at any point in time or be guided by the researcher to refrain from the research if he
may deem necessary for my well-being. I therefore agree to take part in the above- mentioned
study.

____________________________
Participant
__________________
Date

_____________________________
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Fr. Eric Cachia sdb
Student in Systemic Family Psychotherapy, IFT-Malta
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